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Sidney council 
saves a bundle
Under the “save those tax dollars column”, Sidney 
council Monday agreed to spend 41 cents under the 1977 
budget allotment for a new street sweeper to replace the 42- 
year-old machine which dealers wouldn’t even consider as a 
trade-in.
Public works committee chairman Alderman Gib Baal 
told council the dealers tendering the lowest bid to provide 
a new sweeper “just laughed” when asked to take the old 
machine as a trade-in to lower the quoted purchase price.
“They quoted us $.18,000 which is way over the $30,000 
in the budget for the machine,” he said, so we deleted 
unnecessaries and wangled a purcha.se price of $29,999.59 
which we arc quite proud of.
Baal told council all deletions from the machine were 
superfluous parts and wouldn’t affect utilization of the 
.street cleaner.
Anticipated delivery date of the cleaner to Sidney is 
November, with 41 cents to spare.
D.N.S. opposes 
Trident base
A divided North Saanich 
council passed a resolution 
opposing the Trident 
submarine base at Bangor, 
Washington at their regular 
meeting Monday.
Alderman Eric Sherwood 
made the motion after 
bringing a letter from the 
Pacific Life Community 
out of the received and filed 
correspondence.
“This letter is absolute 
garbage,” said Aid. George 
Westwood a retired naval 
officer. He called the 
■Trident base “geo-political 
sabre rattling.” '
“If the time came we’d 
be only too pleased to have 
some military back-up,” 
said Aid. Robert Thom­
pson.
“It’s an integrated part 
of the defence of North 
America and further it’s a
little presumptous of us to 
attempt any recom­
mendation,” said Aid. 
Owen Philp, retired from 
the airforce.
“That same argument 
could have been used for 
the ecological problem 
twenty years ago,” stated 
Aid. John Lapham.
“I did want to avoid this 
question,” said Mayor Paul 
Grieve. “We have trouble 
buying a gravel truck or a 
fire engine and I think a 
$40,000,000 missile is out 
of our range. But at the 
same time I can’t vote 
against this motion.”
Sidney towing the mark 
on water consumption
New water rates short-circuit 
restriction requirements
Sidney council agreed 
Monday to .send a letter to 
Capital Regional District 
engineers expressing their 
opinion that recently im­
posed water rates will 
curtail Sidney water 
consumption.
CRD chief engineer 
Norman Howard told 
peninsula municipalities 
last week that consumption 
would have to be cut by 25 
percent or else regional 
officials would force water 
cutbacks.
Alderman Jim Lang rold 
council Sidney was 
currently using 400,000 
gallons of water daily when
the quota for the town is 
6tX),000 gallons. “So far 
Sidney is towing the mark 
well and there is no need to 
impose restrictions.”
Lang proposed that 
Sidney water meters be read 
in mid-July, a month earlier 
than scheduled and inform 
users of the readings. “In 
this way they can tell if they 
are getting to the critical 
20,000 gallon mark where 
water rates jump to a 
punitive $1 per 100 gallons 
used,” he said.
Mayor Dick Leigh said 
any additional costs of 
metering and billing which 
may occur are over-ridden
by the necessity of Sidney to 
know if users are over­
consuming water.
l.ang said he was con­
fident the punitive rates for 
overconsumption imposed 
last week would keep water 
waste to a minimum and 
that Sidney wouldn’t have 
to place water restrictions 
on residents at this time.
Lang said North Saanich 
is planning no restrictions 
on water use while Central 
Saanich is currently limiting 
lawn watering to alternative 
days yet consumption on 
the watering days is 
limitless.
Congratulations to 1977 Grads
When the vote was taken 
Sherwood, Lapham, Grieve 
and Price supported the 
motion with Westwood, 
Philp and Thompson 
opposed.
EVERYBODY IS SMILING and with good 
reason. These five Parkland students are 
some of the award winners in last week’s 
graduation exercises. This is the first class 
that attended: all of their highschool in the
school. Shown here are: (left to right) 
DeniseGibson, Bill Palmer, Lee-Ellen Benson 




Central Saanich council 
resolved at its regular 
meeting Monday night to 
request the advice of 
provincial government 
departments on complaints 
raised by the Sierra Club 
concerning the dumping of
Sierra Club contest explanation
rubble over the sand cliffs 
south of Cowichan Head. 
The rubble, it was claimed, 
obstructed the beach and 
was unsightly.
The Sierra Club had 
raised the matter last
January; but were told that 
due to erosion the beach 
had probably become 
private property and that 
the rubble was intended to 
protect the property against 
further erosion. In a recent
letter to council, the Sierra 
Club contested this answer 
to its complaint and 
requested a hearing which 
was granted for Monday’s 
meeting.
Speaking for the Sierra
Casper visible after five years' absence
The elusive Casper 
returns to wife and 
family after five years 
of inexplicable ab- 
sense, ironically on 
Fathers’ Day.
Casper is the nine 
year old blonde nialc 
cal of llic Gibb.s family 
of Tsaykum Road in 
the Pal Bay area. 
When the family 
moved five years ago 
Casper refused lo 
follow the Gibbs, his 
female male Grumpy 
plus kitten.
Wendy G i b b s 
surmises that alilunigh 
the move was only one 
block, incumbent 
iough'guy Tom cats 
bullied Casper pul of
the area. “He was
always more of a lover 
than a fighter,”
MISSING FOR FUVE YEARS, the Gibbs’ 
family pet Casper returns on Fathers’ Day and 
receives a cool reception from his feline family,
“When we first 
moved he kept 
returning to the old 
house,” she explained. 
He refused to stay in
the new house no 
matter how many 
times we brought him 
back.
Except for vague 
rumors, the Gibbs had 
.seen hide nor hair of 
their feline friend until 
Sunday,
“He just walked in 
the house like nothing 
happened and the 
other two cats didn’t 
even bai an eye,” Mrs. 
Gibbs said. Although 
the other cals didn’t 
give him a warm 
greeting I hey were 
certainly flustered by 
his presence.
All hougli Casper 
has been as invisible as
his namesake “the
friendly ghost” for the 
past five years tlic 
Gibbs’ still hold him in 
higli regard, “He’s 
older and thinner and 
has lost some spark 
and vitality but he’s in 
good condition for 





Club, Mr. Jim 
asked council if 
had been done, 
opinion, he urged, was in 
order as to whether the 
beach is public or private 
property. A large part of 
the Central Saanieh 
shoreline, he explained, has 
erosional cliffs and council 
should cstabli.sh if the 
beaches below them arc 
private or public. The 
surveyor general, Bonfonti 
advised, would have legal 
survey maps.
The main reason council 
was protective towards 
waterfront property 
owners, Bonfonti surmised, 
was because the owners 
were trying to prevent 
further erosion. Citing a 
consultant employed by 
senior governments, both 
locally and in Washington 
State, Bonfonti said that 
erosion of sand cliffs 
proceeds from the lop due 
to weathering, rubble 
dumped at the bottom docs 
not protect them whether 
the property is publicly or 
privately owned.
Responding to Uonfonti, 
Alderman Percy La/ar/. 
said it was easy to ask for 
legal opinions; tnit they cost 
the municipality inoney, 
The pr oprietors of the land, 
|.a/ar/continued, feel that 
council should he putting 
public money into their 
properties to prevent 
erosion, He noted, 
however, a ramp eoi into 
the cliffside had not helped 
but had only worsened the 
problem. “Personally, 1 
'.Idnk an individu.'il should
not be allowed to dump 
rubble in this manner, 
Lazarz stated looking at an 
aerial photograph of the 
site, “but there is a limit to 
how much taxpayers should 
spend to guard against 
erosion.”
Aid. Dave Hill was more 
forthright. “There is no 
reason why this should be 
allowed” he said, “there 
arc .several acts, all kinds of 
statutes we could look to, 
including section 870 of the 
Municipal Act, which 
empowers a municipality to 
prevent the dumping of 
rubbish. It’s a di.sgrace. We 
should do something about 
it.”
Lazar/, replied that there 
were two problems, the 
dumping and the 
prevention of erosion. “.We 
should take action lo cease 
dumping,” he advised 
“but spend no money lo 
prevent further erosion on 
private property.”
Ray Lamoni said the 
situation was the same 
along the whole shoreline 
from Cordova Bay to 
Island View Beach in 
relation to erosion and 
beach shoreline. 
imblic, l.umoni said, has 
access along H’e* beach, “I 
cuimol see where there i.san 
obstruction anywhere," 
l.amont observed, "the 
high water mark is right 
against the bank. There Is 
no access at high tide and 
the beach can only be used 
at low tide, therefore their 
is no obstruct'on at high 
tide.”
Lament told hi.s 
colleagues he knew the 
areas very well having lived 
there all his life. He had
Letter draws heated 
debate at school board
Parent urges more attention 
for above average children
ByEILEEN
LEAROYD
With all the money and 
attention lavished on slow' 
learners and children with 
learning disabilities, isn’t it 
time at least similar at­
tention was paid to the 
above-average child who 
should become our greatest 
future resource? w .
The' answer would be 
“yes,” if it were up to Mrs. 
Irene Meyer of Bear Hill 
Road, who wrote a moving 
letter to the Board of 
School Trustees, School 
District 63.
Read at Monday night’s 
meeting, it drew heated 
argument from members.
At is.sue was the principle 
of regulating a child’s entry 
into structured kin­
dergarten, and into Grade 
I, arbitrarily by date of 
birth rather than by any 
assessment of readiness, 
intelligence or .special gifts.
“I am writing to you on 
behalf of my child and 
other children in that group 
who are banned from a 
more progressive experience 
because of birth date," she 
wrote.
“Our son was born 
March 1 of 1972. Being an 
only child and residing in a 
somewhat isolated area, he 
was enrolcd at I'A in 
play.school. He is now 
completing his third year in 
playschool.. .however 
positive that experience has 
been, he and some other 
children of his age arc
beginning to express and 
demonstrate a need and 
desire for more challenge 
and more learning as play is 
ho longer adequate for a 
satisfying day.”
“There is considerable 
attention, stress, sympathy j 
and finances being con­
centrated on the slovV: 
learner and the child with 
Continued on Page 2
Continued on Page 1
Buena Vista Holdings 
Ltd. applied to Sidney town 
council Monday for closure 
of a 20 foot lane adjacent to 
Robinson’s department 
store in the Beacon Plaza 
Shopping Centre.
Two parties opposed to 
the proposition spoke 
immediately after D.W. 
Sullivan told council that 
Robinson’s wish to expand 
their Sidney operkion to 
better serve the public.
Sullivan said the lane is 
no longer required to 
deliveries or firelane 
purposes and creates a 
traffic hazard. He told 
council that since an 
easement on the west 
properly line of the lot in 
question hud been given up 
lo the town as a sewer line 
when ilie plaza was built 
that reciprocal free transfer 
of properly should go to 
Buena Vista in order to 
expand the store.
Sullivan said the ex­
panded store would in­
crease the lux base to the 





The recreation comnii.ssion has set the fee,s and 
charges tliut will be used in tlic new Ihinorama 
Leisure Centre when it opens the first week in 
August.
Admission to the pool and rink will be the sumei 
Children, 50C: Studenl.s 75c; Adults, $I.(X) and 
Senior Citizens and Handicapped persons, 75c.
These are just user costs, .spectators will not be 
charged.
I’vcryone will be charged the sameuser fee but 
priority will be given to Nprth Saanich and Sidney 
residents if any shortages occur, for example in ice 
time for hockey teams.
I
firm which did the search I 
indicates that the property [ 
belonged to Buena Vista | 
since the plaza was built,” 
itesaid. ' y:
Tom ' Sparling;, 
representing owners of 
properly to the east and 
west of the lot in question 
says the property wa^j 
originally sub-divicied by 
tis father and he doesn’t see 
row Sullivan could calim 
title.
The land was a 
dedication easement and 
.since it may be u.scd for 
other commercial purpo.scs I 
in the future it shouldn’t be | 
closed,” Sparling argued.
A spokesman for Saanich 
Peninsula Credit Union 
said the lane was dedicated | 
to facilitate an old com­
munity plan which is no I 
longer in cxi.sicncc.
‘The credit union is i 
successor in title to the I 
property and is opposed to 
any dealing in the property | 
without having first op­
portunity to purchase it,V 
the spokesman said.
He argued that the credit I 
union is against the town 
dealing, in any fashion, 
with the propeiiy but that if 
council are inclinded to .sell 
the credit union should be 
first in line as they need the | 
lane as a fire exit.
“Otiter businesses use the 
lane us a back exit, us I 
well,” ho said.
Sullivan said he wtusi 
leaving the title search he 
commissioned with the I 
town clerk for perusal and 
hoped council would assist 
in his quest for morel 
building space.
Council referred the! 
application to town oF 
ficials for close scrutiny of| 
details involved.
warn
THE KROEHLER HOME SALE ENDS JUNE 30th THE KEY TO GREATER SAVINGS
(as advertised in Macleans - Better Homes - Chatelaine)
^SOLIll FINE DINING ROOM 
A SOLID PINE BEDROOM 
SOLID PINE LIVING ROOM
SIGNATURE DESIGN CHAIRS 




S All Spoeial Order* Taken Before 
« JUNE 30 will be at SALE PRICES
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The Years In Review
Imperial Day successful 
in spite of inclement weather
School board debates bright kids and French immersion
60 YEARS AGO 
INTHEREIVEW
Imperial Day, as the May 
24, 1919 holiday was called, 
was a success in spite of the 
inclement weather reported 
The, Review. Drizzling rain 
fell on participants in the 
many activities held during 
the day.
Lessage, the druggist, 
continued to advertise in 
The Review. But whether he 
had a magic spell or just a 
dry cleaning fluid was not 
immediately evident in his 
most recent ad, which said 
“Your old hat made new 
for 25 cents, Lesage, the 
druggist.’’
Imperial Day must have 
been a pleasant celebration 
because in the issue 
following the event The 
Review reported, “It has 
been definitely decided to 
hold a big celebration in 
this city on Dominion 
Day, July 1.
An editorial in the same 
issue said, “An industry 
which could be profitable 
entered into in British 
Columbia is the 
manufacture of Swiss 
cheese from goat’s milk. 
Goats can be raised on 
almost any tract of land still 
covered with a tangle of 
brush and rocky hillsides of 
no use for-the growing of 




50 YEARS AGO 
IN THE REVIEW 
ji/A comment in the June 2, 
1927 Review read, “When a 
fellow is trying to put 
sorhethihg over and must go 
before the people with it, he 
describes himself as a voter, 
but when he wants to raise a 
|kick against something, 
he’s a;taxpayer. After it 
[goes through he’s just an 
ordinary citizen and/ is , 
Ipjrpudjo fIt. ”.'/./ 
;|A “New electric washer” 
was advertised by B/C. 
Electric. For : just $3.50 
down you could put one in' 
your home to do away with 
the toil and drudgery of 
washday.
The bachelors of the 
ommunity put on a “Hard 
imes” dance. 24 of North 
aanich’s bachelors 
ponsored the dance which 
few a crowd of 150. The 
jhall was. decorated and 
[hung with cartoons and 
logans explaining why they 
.vcfc bachelors.
The midnight lunch 
prepared and served by the 
achelors consisted of 
liotdogs and coffee after 
.vhich the bachelors were 
drawn for and given away.
0 YEARS AGO 
N THE REVIEW
;t The Sidtiey Bakery of- 
’ered, “For those who do 
tot care for iciti.u; Fruit and 
'linger Cakes for 25 cents 
ach.”
The Keview reported, 
•MAYNli ISLAND? .lime 
, I lardscnbhle (lolf 
.'oiirse was in grand sitape 
or litc coiiipetilion lieltl 
day 24 wlteii ilie Oraiid' 
.iew llotlue Cup (won iasf 
car, by JCiy Morris, 
iang.es) was played for by 
iniic a iiumber of en- 
li II si as lie “gnwfei's”" 
anniwiing.”
Judd Ctiiiison,; figliiing 
in attack of Uinibag.o, won 
he cup. Tlte Review 
•cporicd, “I'tibiic opinion 
s tptile firm in llto belief 
Itht withottt till! lumbago 
towns sunk,"
The fsiducy Dus- 
ucssman's Association 
uuJ litis report in Tiie
Review about a meeting 
concerning the volunteer 
fire brigade.
“Another needed piece 
of equipment is also about 
to be added to the alarm 
system, and that is an 
electric siren. It happened 
in this manner: Some 
months ago Mr. Goddard 
spotted a large electric siren 
in a window on Granville 
St., Vancouver. He learned 
it would cost $45.00. Exit 
Mr. Goddard. Months pass 
and again Mr. Goddard 
enters the store, siren is still 
in the window - but the 
price remained the same 
Another month rolls by and 
ye editor drops in to in­
terview the agent, no 
reduction in price. Con­
stable Hclmsing enters the 
picture, he believes he 
knows the man in the store 
In Vancouver the constable 
learns the name of the 
owner and arranges an 
interview and explains what 
we are trying to do in 
Sidney and the owner is so. 
impressed that he says 
“It’s Sidney’s for $15.00, 
with 30 days to pay for it!”
30 YEARS AGO 
IN THE REVIEW 
An editorial in the 1947 
Review said, “Decision of 
the Saanich School Board 
against increases in salaries 
for the teaching staff this 
year will undoubtedly 
appear to some to be a 
harsh step. ... As it stands, 
those who wish to leave 
may do so. A straight 
question was asked and a 
definite answer given.
The Board pointed out 
that last year a substantial 
increase was given, ranging 
up to $1,100 per year. The 
security of tenure clause 
also wa,s mentioned, and it 
is generally accepted that a 
secure position, with ^ a" 
pension at the end of the 
years of service is worth 
consideration in actual 
dollars and cents.”
“Ladies and Misses’ 
Saddle Oxfords have just 
arrived” and little was it 
realized then how far they 
would go.
20 YEARS AGO 
IN THE REVIEW 
“Sidney Boy Seen On 
TV” reported a headline in 
the May 29, 1957 Review. 
The story went on to say, 
“Numbers of North 
Saanich residents watched 
with interest the popular 
program. Almanac, on 
Monday evening when 
Michael Morris, .son of
Mrs. Rita Morris of Sidney, 
was a featured guest. The 
14-year old boy explained 
lucidly the silk screen 
process of reproduction. He 
told modestly, of his 
successes in the field of art 
and his artistic hopes for 
the future.”
Today Morris is one of 
Canada’s best known 
artists.
10 YEARS AGO 
IN THE REVIEW
Among the longplaying 
record albums on sale as 
Mother’s Day Specials at a 
Sidney drug store were 
“Psychedelic Visions” and 
“The Sing-Along Saloon.” 
reported the May 24, 1967 
Review.
An editorial in the same 
issue commended the R. C. 
M. P. detachment under 
Corporal Harry Chambers 
for doing an excellent job 
suggesting the corporal be 
promoted to sergeant. The 
editorial came on the h Js 
of a North Saanich man’s 
conviction of attempting to 
murder a constable of the 
R.C.M.P.
Dean Park Estates now 
appears anxious to proceed 
wth the development of a 
large residential subdivision 
in North Saanich, Reeve 
J.B. Cumming reported to 
council on Monday 
evening. He stated that he 
had given assurance to the 
developers that North 
Saanich would co-operate 





Following his informal 
discussions with the Capital 
Region District’s parks 
committee. Central Saanich 
regional board represen­
tative Dave Hill requested 
council prepare a formal 
offer to transfer the 
municipality’s Island View 
Park to the regional board.
The one acre municipal 
park is at the end of Island 
View Road and serves as 
access to the regional 
board’s 40 acre park now 
being developed towards 
the northern end of the 
beach. The transfer would 
place both parks, with a 
connecting road, under the 
same jurisdiction and 
relieve Central Saanich 
from .spending its funds on 
a what is really a regional 
responsibility. Island View 
Par|t would still be 
preserved for park purposes 
and beach acce.ss.
Continued from Page 1
learning disabilities. Does 
not the other end of the 
spectrum, the child who is 
not necessarily exceptional, 
but whose experience has 
encouraged and facilitated 
an introduction to a more 
structered learning, merit 
attention also?”
Chairman of the board. 
Dr. Gerry Kristianson 
stated “we have no legal 
right to go below school 
entry age and we are open 
to legal liability. 1 feel we 
should suggest to her that 
she raise it with people who 
have the power to change 
the Act.”
Trustee Walter Tangyc 
felt it “grossly unfair” to 
hold up an intelligent child 
because of being a few 
months the wrong side of 
the entry age, if the child 
could be accommodated 
without adding charges to 
the district.
“I think the artificial 
barrier of birthdate is 
secondary to the fact a child 
is ready to learn,” he 
added.
Trustee Norma Sealey
agreed the arbitary cut-off 
date of Jan. 1 was a great 
difficulty and wondered if 
there could be some testing 
process established. She felt 
the board had a respon­
sibility to attempt to get 
further information, such 
as obtaining “imput from 
other provinces.”
JackArmstrong said 
there was a danger that 
some mothers might try to 
get rid of the burden of 
taking care of their children 
by sending them off to 
school too early and this 
could reach epidemic 
proportions.
Tangyc retorted, “Why is 
this a major task? Our 
councillors could do the 
assessing.”
Superintendent of 
Schools, Eric Lewis said 
there were no adequate 
tools, or standards to go by.
Mrs. Lois Walsh was in 
favor of establishing an 
assessment program.
And so it went.
Chairman Kristianson 
ruled that while it was hard 
not to agree to a specific 
plea, that section 158 of the
Sierra Club wants 
rubble contra!
Continued from Page 1 
seen frequent slippages 
along the banks, he said. 
When this happens, he went 
on, a new base is formed. 
The parties complainec 
about were merely trying to 
establish a new base, 
Lamont stated.
“The cost of sruveys ‘et 
cetera’ would break 
council”., Lamont ad­
monished, “Just leave it all 
alone and let nature take 
care of it.”
Frank Waring remarked 
that just about everything 
had been said. There may 
be legislation forthcoming, 
he thought, to have 
property lines re-established 
to where they were before 
any erosion started. “It’s a 
very ; complex, very ex­
pensive problem,” Waring 
concluded.
Aid. Dave Hill then 
introduced motions for 
council to write to the 
pollution control board and 
to the ministry of en­
vironment for opinions as 
to whether any action could 
be taken under their 
respective jurisdictions. 
They carried on the un-
Scout Hall 
Damage
Within the past two 
weeks, some eight panes of 
glass have been broken at 
the Guide and Scout Hall.
derstanding that only 
opinions were requested.
A further suggestion to 
review by-laws passed by 
other municipalities under 
section 870 (g) of the 
Municipal Act was talked 
out as being unnecessary at 
this time. Lamont, 
however, had the last 
w'ords. The surface drains 
from residences along the 
cliff edge, he concluded, 
were creating the main 
erosion problem.
Act stated “not more than 
one year younger than 
school age as of Jan. 1 of 
the sixth year” and there 
were no options.
Mrs. Sealey suggested the 
B.C. School Trustee 
Association becontacted 




formation from California 
where they produced 
statistics claiming children 
were blighted by going to 
school too early.
Replied Mr. Tangye, 
Good grief! 1 have heard 
all about that for 40 years, 
there is no need to write to 
California for that! Let’s 
do our own thinking.”
It was agreed finally to 
take Trustee Scaley’s 
suggestion and write to 
B.C.S.T.A. since ironically 
Mrs. Meyer’s son — with 
his March birthdate, was 
even considered too young 
for kindergarten last fall.
Other school board issues 
included the fate of Elk 
Lake elementary school, 
and strong pressure from a 
Mrs. Barbara E. Lake of 
Central Saanich Road who 
is lobbying for a French 
immersion program for 
District 63.
t The board is having a 
meeting with Mrs. Lake and 
her supporters tonight 
(Wed.) at Keating School. 
This was arranged some 
time ago, however, Mrs. 
Lake wrote to ask for a big 
public meeting which would 
have newspaper ad­
vertising, posters and 
personal notices to draw 
attention to it.
Mrs. Lake went so far as 
to ask for the translation of 
the B.C. curriculum into 
French, but stated the 
problem had been solved by
the purchase of an entire | 
curriculum devised by 
Carlton University.
As for Elk Lake School, 
attrition rn the neigh­
borhood has brought the 
projected number of pupils 
for September to 15.
Dr. Kristianson explained 
that if in September, there 
were 21 pupils, then the 
school would consider that 
sufficient to “create a good 
educational system” and it 
would remain open. 
Alternatively the school 
would not be boarded up, 
but used for other good 
purposes.
The problem of how to 
arrange shifts at Mt. 
Newton school this fall, and 
whether to introduce piano 
lessons into District 63 were 
both tabled for further 
investigation and 
discussion.
Next meeting of the 
Board is slated for July 18,
and the August meeting is 




1974 GMC Funcraft Van Conversion 
only'36,00 miles. Furnace, 2 Way Fridge, 3 Burner 
Stove with Oven, Radial Tires. Don’t miss this unit 
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SI HVING SUI'LUB BRITISH CUISINE 
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To honour Canada, our land created by the 
t'u.sion of two founding eulture.s, enrielied 
by the contribution of many other culiurcs, 
fatherland of all Canadian.s;
To honour this country, home of over 
22,0(X),()00 people, proud of their heritage 
and the freedom they enjoy;
To honour this land of peace and 
prosperity, this promi.sed land of untold 
resources;
To honour this country which is ours, of 
which we all are proud, I hereby proclaim 
the week of June 25th to July 1st 
“CANADA WEEK”.
Thus, 1 invite the citizens of Sidney to 
celebrate it by striving to know our country 
better, by flying our flag, by participating 










Many arrival and depai luro lirruLS have been adjusted loi 
buses serving the Saanich Peninsula,
Connections with some B,G. Ferries sailings at Swart? Bay 
have been improved,
Trips between Brentwood and Saanichton will be re rouled 
from West Saanich Rd,, Wallace Drive, Ml, Newlon X Road 
“• lowest Saanich Rd,, Slelly's X Road, Wallace Drive and 
Mt, Newton X Road.
New services include o 4:40 p,rn. trip on Satuidays from 
Victoria lo Swailz Bay which will serve Cordova Boy and the 
Anacorlea Ferry al Sidney.
A 10:30 a.m. trip on Sundays and holidays will do tlie same 
duiiny summers horn Victoria, Return trip loaves S'wart;LBay 
at 11:35 a.m.
Your driver has detailed timetf
Vnneouvor Island TranBll Lid.
650 Onrhally Rortd, Victorln
Phnrm'.m.H457 .
Province of British Columbia
Ministry of Municiptil Affairs and I lot-isincj
nnrtUuQriA
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The warm and sunny 
weather of the past week 
brought many boaters to 
Saanich Inlet and Brent­
wood Bay. Some enjoyed 
camping on our fine sandy 
beaches. Quite a few were 
water skiing, while many of 
our younger set spent hours 
of refreshing swimming.
The ardent fishermen 
who trolled for many warm 
relaxing hours on the Inlet 
were rewarded with salmon 
up to eight and nine 
pounds, plus good size 
grilse and some Cohoe from 
two to three pounds; so 
fishing does appear to look 
good from now on.
The most productive 
lures this past week have 
been KK Spoons with 
flasher, some small strip 
and “anchovies”.
Some anglers are using 
the new .stock of anchovies 
on a fairly short leader with 
success, while others do 
without the flasher but use 
; a longer leader, between
■ five to six feet in length.
A few complaints have
■ been heard about some 
- “anchovies” being soft, 
' which is true; so check your 
i packages closely and look 
^ for the nice firm bait. 
' Handle it gently when 
; setting your hooks and do 
; not adjust by resetting your
hooks into the flesh. Adjust 
by lengthening or shor­
tening your leader.
Do not keep your bait 
setting open in your boat or 
in the sun rays. A good 
styrofoam bait box is 
reasonable in cost and will 
save you dollars in bait over 
the season and will ensure 
you good returns in fishing.
The V.S.I.A.A.S. 
Chinook Club held their 
annual derby on Sunday, 
with the Doctor Hugh 
Clarke trophy at stake. This 
coveted award was won by 
Mr. Harmon Leong, 
President of the 
Association for the hear. 
Congratulations Harmon 
— at last!
Next Sunday will be the 
usual Chinook Club derby 
of the month so we can look 
forward to some keen 
competition.
There has not been any 
area to report as a special 
“hot spot” this past week, 
but there has been a goodly 
showing of minnows and 
feed all along the Bam- 
berton side, and good fish 
have been caught all over 
the Bay and Inlet. So check 
your tackle, righ your gear 
and we will see you out at 




; A lengthy, argumen- 
;tative, treatise from the 
•Pacific Life Community 
-organization advocating 
-that Central Saanich 
! Council should take a 
! militant position against the
Trident Submarine Base in 
nearby Washington State 
was “received and filed” by 








WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities





Beef Sausage Pork Chops




AL DORMAN of Sidney Lions Club presenting a cheque to Fran Blaine, 
president of Sidney Little League. Vice-president of the league, Wes 
Avison, looks on. The Sidney Lions have assisted Little League for many 
years and are again sponsoring a major team. The majors play at Sanscha 
grounds with the minors out at Wain Road park.
PRODUCE








Oakcrest Park Estates 
requested their property, 
McTavish Road Store, be 
given special consideration 
by North Saanich council at 
their regular meeting, 
Monday, and succeeded.
Oakcrest was represented 
by its , lawyer and ac-‘ 
countant after receiving 
notice, from the fire mar­
shall and building inspector 
that several renovations and 
changes would be required 
to make the building safe. 
As well, several structural 
problems needed repair.
Special consideration was 
requested because the store 
was to be torn down in two 
and a half to three years 
and replaced with a new 
one, according to the 
company’s accountant.
They pointed out that at 
present the store is leased to
a tenant who, according to 
the lease,' would be, 
responsible; for :vthe 
requested repairs to the 
building.
The tenant, the lawyer 
said, “could not speak 
english and so is unable to 
be here tonight.” He said 
that the business is a 
marginal operation and that 
the tenant could not afford 
to do the repairs.
“If one was to attend and 
view the premise it would be 
obvious that some of these 
things are not as serious as 
they might sound here,” 
said the accountant.
He continued, “It is my 
feeling that the problems 
are housekeeping matters 
that can b,e remedied as the 
time goes on.”
“You talk about reason
Three cer pile up
Mow’s Hill on Patricia 
Hay Highway, was the scene 
of a !il2,(X)0, three-car 
accident at 8:30 a,m. 
Thursday, .lune 16,
The first car had turned 
right from out of a service 
station at tlte top of the hill. 
It did tioi accelerate fast 
enough, and tlte .second car 
approaching at highway 
speed changed lanes to 
avoid the first one, In doing 
so it cut in closely aliead of 
the third car in the left hand 
lane. When it grazed a 
traffic island it went out of 
control. The result was a 
three car pile up.
The danger on this
.section of the highway was 
brought to the attention of 
Central Saanich Council 
by Alderman Ray Lamont 
only the week previously 
wlten re-zoning of ad­
ditional property for 





A itationa! magazine 
Arts West —• carries a cover 
photograph and an cx- 
teitsive nniclc on Pcnln.sula 
artists Herbert Slcbncr and 
Karl Spreitz in their current 
issue just off the press.
and . the tenant’s welfare, 
what do you .charge him?’’ 
asked Nlaypr Paul Grieve. V
“The tehant js" charged 
moderately in relation to 
the rent of other similar 
stores. He’s charged $6,600 
a year rent and he pays the 
property taxes, which are 
about $600 a month,” said 
the accountant.
“I’m not saying we’re 
not good corporate citizens 
but some of the demands 
made by your department 
are exaggerated,” he said.
Aid. John Lapham 
wanted to know if there 
were people living in the 
building and the accountant 
told him the tenant and his 
family lived there.
“Morally we do take a 
stance, we're not going lo 
see anybody injured, but we 
don’t think the building is 
unsafe ... We’re not op- 
po.sed to spending $20 or 
$30 for minor rcpaii’s,” tlte 
accountant said.
Council went through the 
liM of requirentents the fire 
marshall and building 
inspector thought were 
needed and asked ilic ac­
countant for Oakcrest to 
say whether the company 
would agree to the repair or 
not.
All but structural repairs, 
r e p I it c i n g f I o o r i ti g, 
repairing cracks in the 
foundation and putting in a 
vapour barrier in the crawl 
space were agreed to by ilie 
accountant. Council agreed 
to those 'ommissions in 
considcratioii of the fact 
that the building was to be 
rcpliiccd in tliree years.
on
NO. 1 HOT HOUSE
1
FRESH FRESH SNOBOY 22’sS
SPORTS and GAMES- 
LAMB SERVED - 2:30 P.M 
SATURNA ISLAND
ADULTS ■ *4.00
Children under 12 yeats - *1.50
UROCERtES
Dog Food Iced Tea Mix
DR. BALUIRD'S 25 OZ.
4 $|89
SALADA 24 oz FLEISCHMANN’S CORN OIL
2 LB.
















DBSTRSa OF NORTH SAANSCH
CANADA WEEK PROCUMATION
To Honour Canada, oiir land created by the fusion of ivvo founding 
cullures, enriched by the coniribuiion of many other culiurcs, 
falhcriand of all Canadians;
To lionour this country, home of over 22,598,016 people, proud of 
ihcir heritage and the freedom they enjoy;
To honuui ihLs land of |jcacc and pru,spcriiy, diis proiui.scd land of 
uni old resources;
T o Ituuoui this cuuuli> whicii i.s ouls, of wliicii vve ail arc proud, I 
hereby proclaim the week of .lime 25 to July 1 “CANADA WEEK”.
Thus, I invite the citizens of North Saanich, service clulu and 
voluntary organizations to celebrate it by striving to know our 

























2 (28 oz.) Twin Pack
$199
Kernel Corn

















































5 Ih. DAD'S FAMII Y PACK 44 oz.
'■ 11'''i!
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[ Parking chaos remedy
^ It’s about time we got some action out of 
•Sidney council and Monday night was an 
♦example of current councillors stance on the red 
phot issue of parking adjacent to commercially 
Izoned property in Sidney.
; Council agreed to conduct a special meeting 
pof council Tuesday evening to deal with the 
•proliferating problem of off-street parking and 
4o stop developers taking advantage of a lack of 
^municipal guidelines in this area.
' Alderman Gerry Tregaskis said he heard from 
j-the building insepctor that one developer was 
,^bout to apply for a building permit before a 
'draft by-law which would require new 
pDusinesses to provide off-street parking for 
Clientele was read a first time. If granted, the 
'^developer would be immune from the proposed 
|owri regulations which contemplate businesses 
•providing one off-street parking space for every 
1^0 square feet or part thereof of retail outlet 
^pace,
V However, if council manages first reading of 
J[he bylaw before the application for a building 
ipermit is granted, the regulations will be 
iretroactive and mean the developer will have to 
provide adequate parking for his customers.
I And isn’t it only fair in the light of recent 
;^oves by council changing three blocks of angle 
|)arking along Beacon Avenue to parallel for 
lafety reasons and severely cutting back the 
number of available parking spaces for 
|:ustomers of existing Beacon businesses.
I Why should businesses which have developed 
|>ver the past few years have to share the limited 
space now available with the three to four multi- 
|torey developments now on the drawing board 




UHLESS^ OF Course, Voii HAPPEsi To akrw/e "After 
Hours' for. custoaas cl-eaeamce, ujwich is GommA 
^OU A BUnJDlE !. EvlfeN More IF Vow trv
To AVOID IT.'
... Vou WAlVT TO AVS//, WHICK lAllLL AlSo COST Vot/ 
Ahi ARaa and a ueG^ DUETo^ A CteUER COST FORM­
ULA BASED Boat LetdSTH'ClAlhATeVER 7WT has 
Tc? Oo \N\TH CATCHin^6 FiShN...')
Council discusses 
advisory planning body
... e-xpect to Moor at sidnIeV 
Vou can do,, AT Youle ovvM RlSR^iOHtcH
OaU Be great it TV\ERE'S ANV IMmb, CURRetTT, 





Sidney council Monday 
discussed a draft bylaw 
aimed at establishing an 
advisory -planning com­
mission to work hand-in- 
hand with the town.
The commission wo'uld 
advise council on any 
planning problems referred 
to it and would deal 




proval of the draft saying it 
allowed community input. 
Council favoured the idea 
of a seven member com­
mission, the majority of 
members coming from 
interested individuals.
Aid. Ross Martin 
suggested the town ad­
vertise that they were going 
ahead with the commission 
and that those in the 
community with the most 
enthuiasm for the job 
would come forward.
“The commission should 
be a catalyst and control 
tower for planning and 
those with something to 
contribute should be en­
couraged to come for­
ward,” he said.
Aid. Jim Lang didn’t like 
the suggestion of having 
three council members on 
the commission as it would 
make the body too political. 
“Interested community
Fines shock local pleasure boaters
Customs advises 8 am to midnight arrival





|ears ago repealing a Sidney off-street parking 
by-law requiring businesses to provide their own 
Since then, devefopnient has 
|rpgress^?unhindej^dSbyfthe pridcHcalities^^^c^ 
j^foviding automobile slots for employees, 
^ustoniers and leases:^^^^^^^ ^
I Sidney and^ North Saanich Chamber of 
Commerce forced the issue by requesting 
JSouncil to make the parallel parking change. 
They realized if the number of parking spaces on 
Peacon was substantially reduced, council 
[iyould have to stop fence sitting and provide 
“dequate alternatives.
It was obvious council wasn’t going to pay for 
ore parking so the bylaw proposal, read a first 
time Tuesday, will force an imposition onto 
'lubsequent developers in order to pay the bill, A 
^ove certain to be popular with all except the 
Developers.
Yet, two alderman are unhappy with the 
anner in which the bylaw is being read a first 
ime^. Jirn Lang and Big Baal claim 
Jiscrimination. They say that developers have 
|jecn allowed to build without adhering to off- 
jtreel parking regulations for years and a finst 
■eading at anything but a regular meeting of 
iouncil would seem lo discriminate against a 
Icvcloper trying to beat the bylaw by obtaining 
jj building permit before first reading. Lang and 
Baal argued that no official word of the 
Icvclopcrs plans had reached council and that a 
ipecial meeting was premature. -
Tregaskis countered it would be 
liscriminatory to allow this one developer to slip 
indcr the wire when three others, who arc 
mablc to apply for a building permit at this 
ime, will be subject to regulations, if approved.
At any rate, after first reading any 
Icvclopmcnt proposal will be subject to the lojig 
iwaitcd regulations which will hopefully bring 
omc order to a chaotic downtown parking 
it nation, If approved.
VVater problems 
commission
\s Saanich Peninsula 
itci Commission assumes 
ire rc.sponsibility, new, 
expected piobicms occur, 
mrding to a report from 
: Capital Regional 
Uiict engineer, at a water 
mrnission meelini;, 
ursday.
He .said, “As wc lake 
i:i tilings, they fall ap.irl 
our hands." The break- 
WHS he referred to were 
! Ouarry Resevoir was 
ilch the commission took 
cr June 1,
S!!,700 was spent to make 
eriry repflhs and to 
rchase a ncwchlorinator. 
pew booster pump was 
rchased and a motor 
yound after if burned
On the temporary line 
cormcciing the Elk Lake 
pumphouse to the Greater 
Victoria Water District a 
valve and joint sepeniicd 
causing a major leak and 
chiUlrcn were suspected of 
KhoniinB pellet guns into the 
plastic pipe causlnB minor 
leaks.
All the inoblems have 
been repaired «nd the 
equipment is back in 
operation.
APPUCATfON
An application by a 
dentist to construct a house 
with a dental office in the 
basement on propcfiy in a 
roildenlinl zone was 
rejected by Central Saanich 
council
Some local pleasure 
boaters have been shocked 
lately with sub.stantial fines 
for failing to report to 
Canada Customs officials 
immediately upon arrival at 
the federal government 
wharf at the foot of Beacon 
Avenue in Sidney.
The wharf is an 
authorized point of entry 
for pleasure craft yet if 
boaters fail to report im­
mediately, they are liable to 
a: rninimum $100 penalty 
deposit,; says a Canada 
Gustorhs official; ' ' -
“Whether it’s 2 in the 
afternoon or 2 in the 
morning, the Canada 
Customs Act clearly states 
that boaters must report to 
a customs officer upon 
arrival,” the official said.
There is no real problem 
if the boater arrives bet­
ween 8 a.m. and midnight 
as customs officials will be 
.stationed either at the 
wharf, at the Anacortes 
ferry dock or at Victoria
International Airport. 
“Boaters just telephone the 
numbers posted on the dock 
to get a customs officer to 
come down to the wharf to 
clear the craft through 
customs,” he .said.
After midnight, arrivees 
are advised: by signs posted 
on the dock to telephone 
the answering service in 
Victoria which will contact 
a customs officer on 
standby. “This is where the 
problem occurs as there is 
no charge Tor; tbe officer; 
between,: 8 a.m. and mid­
night yet after midnight 
there is a minimum $28 
charge for the officer plus 
return transportation 
costs,” he explained.
I f the officer has to take a 
taxi, could become a very 
expensive proposition, he 
said.
The Canadian customs 
official said some Canadian 
boat owners get confused as 
at American ports of entry
customs officials allow 
boaters to . stay on board 
during the night if they 
arrive late, and to clear 
customs in the morning.
“This isn’t the case in 
Canada and if boaters want 
to save themselves money 
it’s best if they arrive 
between 8 a.rh. and mid­
night,” he explained.
“I don’t blame people 
for being upset at the extra 
charge or at being fined for 
; lion-reporting but it is the 
law and it, has to-be en­
forced,” hes^jd.
“MosL of fthe- problems 
are caused by the- pleasure 
boaters themselves who fail 
to read the signs requesting 
everyone to report in upon 
arrival clearly posted at 
every point of entry,” he 
said. '
The United States 
customs inspector stationed 
at Friday Harbour said 
boaters arriving after 
customs office hours are 
by sign, toinstfi^'cled
telephone the Port Director 
who often tells boaters to 
stay on board until mor­
ning.
If the boater wants to 
come ashore after office 
hours a $25 overtime charge 
is levied but if the Port 
Director allows the boater 
to stay on board overnight 
he can do so without 
charge, the American 
official said.
“If the boater decides to 
(stay^,abq^d he can’tJ(^aye 
the craift; fOr any. feasoh 
until he has cleared 
customs”, he said.
The official explained 
that U.S. law states that 
boaters must report to 
customs within 24 hours but 
must report to immigration 
authorities immediately. 
“By telephoning the Port 
Director on arrival the 
boater satisfies the im­
migration requirement and 
defers customs approval 
overnight,” he explained.
Angiicon Church of Canada
PARISH OF 
SOUIH SAANICH









11:15 a.m. Family- 
Service and Picnic 
Rev. Ivan Futter 
652-2812
SIDNEY
: PENTECOSTAL ; 
CHURCH
10364 McDonald Park Rd. 
> Pastors - Chas; Barker ■ 
and Randy Barnetsoii : 
Phone 656-2545
CRD engineer reports 25 % water
to prevent future shortages
A request that the 
municipalities cut tlicir 
water use by 25 per cent was 
to prevent future shortages 
ratlier than immediate ones, 
report eel the Capital 
Regiciiial District engineer 
al the Saanich Peninsula 
W it I e r C 0 ni m i s s i o n 
meeting, Tluirsday,
Tlic engineer, Norman 
Howard sent letters to tlie 
three municipalities, tlte 
ferries, tlte airport and the 
agriciiltiiral research station 
requesting reduced water 
consiiinpiion, last week. 
His tleclsion to make the 
request was based on two 
faclurs.
I'irsi, a critical situation 
occurred when die tem­
porary line scperaied at a 
joint itnd took several hours 
lo be repaired and the pump 
at the Quarry Reservoir 
btirnod oiii and the 
reservoir was not able to be 
filled during low periods of 
demand.
Also, it beciune obvious 
the reservoirs were not 
filling as last ns they were 
In-ing used and ilie 
engineering depaiintent felt 
that even if restriclious were 
not put on now and (Itc 
weather continued ns it has 
been, restrictions would 
ccitaiiily be necessary 
evcnitmlly,
“Normally by Ilie end of
Time there -ire ei-i-rv nfher
liny sprinkling rcsttic- 
tloms,” hesaid.
“We have no more water 
thari last year, even when 
we gel the system operating 
at pesik efficiency later in 
the season we won’t have a 
great deal more, and we 
hope people realize this
before we get in a critical 
siliialion," said Howard.
Water commission 
cluiirman Jim Cumming, 
agreed witli ilic engineer 
saying, “People arc using 
far too niucli water; more 
than they ever did before”.
Aid. Jim l.ang, com­
mission member from 
Sidney, wanted to deter­
mine wluii tlie sltoitrail 
might be but lie pointed 
out, “We (.Sidney) are not 
using as imieli water as we 
have in peak periods 
before,"
: “Are you culling off 
waicr?" said Aid, George 
Westwood of North 
Siumich.
“We're iliinking we’ll 
have to. judging by the 
engineer’s letter,“ replied 
Lang.
Tlie engineer explained, 
“If you can hold it where it 
is now, we're okay; if yon 
increase demand ihroiigli 
tlte peak settson over the 
normal trend from past 
years, we'd be in trouble, 
Now's the lime to ask for 
restrictions railicr liian svail 
imtillaier.”
“1 think the engineer 
niadc a wise decision 
sending these letters out.., 
Fhe soil condilioti is as dry 
as it usually is m August,” 
said Aid. Dave Hill from 
Central Saanich,
Tlte en m in 1i en 
discussed svhether it would 
make a recomendation to 
the three councih; to bring 
in water rcMrlcilon*. but 
after debating some of the 
possibilities, decided to 
leave the decisions to the 
tmlividnnl mtmidpalities.
Central Saanich has
requested its residents to 
water on alternate days • 
Olid and even house number 
on llicir respective days.
Sidney considered in­
creasing Ilie cost of water to 
reduce use but the cum 
mission doubted its ef­
fectiveness.
“Putting a liigli value on 
a gallon of water means 
liblhing until they gel their 
liill, two months from now 
when the peak period Itas 
passed," said Hill.
Sidney and Norlli 
.Saanich decided to lake the 
matter back to their 
cmiiH’lls. , ,
Commenting on 
irriptors Hill said, “The 
main bulk of water is going 
towards irrigation but iliai 
includes liomc irrigation.” 
He .said .some of the farmers 
iiiigld appear to be 
irrigating incorrectly during 
the day when more water is 
required but in fact they are 
forced to because tliey must 
move their equipment 
during daylight hours.
Also lie said many 
farmers would not be able 
to do their irrigating on an 
odd-even day ba.sis because 
of tlte type or size of 
system.






7:00 P.M. Pastor Barker 




Anglican Church ol Conada
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1 would like To comment 
on Aid, Kang's remark in 
Inst week’s paper —■ to 
(|ilole (re: S.T.A.G.) — “1 
would like to oversee 
hooks.’’ I would like to 
assure Mr. Lnng iliat I, with 
II signing anthorily from the 
Fiob.iiion Hranch are 
luindling them! 1 am a 
volunteer and Mr. Lang Is 
liimiliai with my L.I.P. 
work whicli was audited 
twice, and brought to a 
'■!id''f(w-!ory Mil, balance, I 
would ask he retract or 
L'larify hks statement. If he 
Wfinp- to do tlic .‘iiimrnci 
Crant work, w-ith all it'.', 
headaches, he can have it 
any time! I am doing it to 
assist Camille — who ha,s 
Tione and is doing a fan­
tastic job it is a sh.tmc





Sidney council's decision 
to impose parallel parking 
on Beacon Ave in Sidney 
fills me with dismay. As an 
operator for over forty 
years of both trucks and 
cars I luive observed that 
people trying to parallel 
park tic up traffic behind 
them, sometimes for over a 
block, creating a hazard.
, ! liavc ncvci !,..uncJ to 
parallel park and 1 have no 
inicniion of learning how at 
(his late date, it .simply 
v.Kiiin that I will avoid 
doing any business on 
Beacon Ave. unless it 
.simply cannot be helped.
Mrs. C. Whipple 
m Mimhall Rd.
Sunday, June 26(h 
ST. ANDREW’S 
CHURCH 
3rtl Street, Sidney 















Wednesday, June 29th 
al 8:15 p,m, in Margaret 
Vaugluin Birch Hall 
PARISH FAREWELL 
TO THE Rev PARKER 
Rector
Rev, Robert Sniisoni 
656-4870 656-5322
Newcomers & Visitors 






lordship of Christ: 
Invading man’.s 
dark ness.”
7:00 p.m. Feast of 
Tabcrnackles: The
Kingdom - rest of God's 
People
Wednesday
3:30 p.m. Bible Study 





Rev. Charles Barker 
Sidney Penteeostnl 
Church
groups such as the chamber should be given maximum 
of commerce and en- opportunity to par- 
vironmental agencies ticipate,” he said.
SIDNEY COLOUR PHOTO FINISH
PROCESSING RETURNED NEXT DAY
656-5443 2439 Beacon A ve.
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Mean Min.









Mclerological lor week 
June 19. 1977 
Max. Temp. (June 17) 
Min. Temp. (June 13) 
















new and used « sail and power« 
10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR
Thu. 0415 6.5 0830 7.4 1440 4.4 2205 10.8
Fri. 0510 5.6 1020 7.2 1530 5.4 2240 10.9
Sat. 0605 4.6 1220 7.5 1615 6.5 2315, 11.0
Sun. 0650 3.6 1405 8.2 1735 7.5 2345 11.1.
Mon. 0735 2.5 1520 9.1 1900 8.3
Tues. 0035 11.2 0820 1.6 1630 9.9 2010 8.8
Wed. 0120 11.2 0910 .8 1705 10.5 2115 9.0
we f©yiid if i
SIDNEY FOURSQUARE GOSPEL CHURCH
9925 FIFTH ST., SIDNEY, B.C.
PASTOR MONTY F. MOORE 









NOR 1 11 SAANICH 
Rev. R. Hori Pratt 
Church Office 656-1930
ST. PAUL S




Parish, Cluireli of 
Brentwood Bay
lliOOa.m. ^ Suriday School 
(Baby Fold Provided) , . '
ST.JOHN'S*
Deep Cove
9:30 a.m. Service Worship
CFNTRALSAANICH
Rev. Melvin H. Adams 
Office 652-2713 
M an.se 652-5644
Family Service 8 
Sunday Schoal 
SHADY CREEK 
71R0 Eoit Saanich Rd. 
9:45 a,m. 
BRENTWOOD 











2290 Wcilcr Ave., 
Sidney
(between the Mwy, & the
■SCil)
Sunday School 10 a.m. 


















Praise Meeting: Wed. 






Rest Haven Dr., Sidnev 
SKKVICliS
9:30 a.m. Saiiirday
S Ml d V
11:00 a.m. Worsliip
7:.30 p,m, Wednesday 
I’rayer
Al I AKF, Win COMF
PASTOini.E. DAWES 
656-6940
Vaur ilx cummunity Chapali, 
lnd*p*nii«nt tamlly Owned ond 
Controlleil.SancItiInc* 1»I2,
WFCAKF 
Dediealed to Service 
Sensible Prices '
Sands
Chapel of Hoses 
FtmrihSirtet 
Sidney 656-29.32
Sparlolirlng in khlfiplnn to or 
(idm onywhero. Call roll«l,
ifb IMttRNATIONAL riioMt CARr
Kl MOVAL AND 
MFMORIAI SIjUVICH
Srirvina Vnnrnuvnr lilnnd 
Coll Collsd
A DIVISION or Sands
VICTORIA , , Mt 5155
SIDNEY . : M6.39.12
CULVilOOO , , . AUl 31121
DUNCAN .......... 7«, 5212
lADYSMIlU . 245.23:11
NANAIMO . , , . .253.2«3:t
Saanich Peninsula 
Catholic Parish 
Our Lady Of The 
Assumption
7726 W. Saanieh Road










9;.10 a,m. riu' I iml’s 
Supper







Jesus said “I am Ihe 
Ligiil of the World"
"Wo will tojoici) In ihy 
SAlvotton, and In thn namo 
of our Cod wo will s«Hip 
our bannort,"
—Psalm* 20; 5
Wednesdayf June 22,1977 THE REVIEW
C.S. ratepayers speak out on community concerns
Editor’s Note: At the 
request of The Review, Mr. 
Fred Clarke, president of 
the Central Saanich 
Ratepayers Association, 
expresses his views on the 
local scene.
The last major problem 
in which the Central 
Saanich Ratepayers’ 
Association was actively 
engaged was the proposed 
tri-municipal recreation 
centre. Since that time no 
controversial issues have 
been presented to the 
association for any action.
It was very encouraging 
to note the action taken by 
Greig Avenue homeowners 
in respect to their problem 
and we are currently 
watching developments 
regarding attempts to re­
zone the Mount Newton 
area and develop two-acre 
lots instead of retaining 
minimum ten-acre lots as 
laid out in the Community 
Plan.
We are quite concerned 
about the constant efforts 
to have various properties 
and/or areas re-zoned in 
contravention of the overall 
master plan for the com­
munity. Many members of 
the association took an 
active part in the 
preparation of the plan 
which was finalized at a 
cost to the taxpayers of 
$30,000. Our secretary, 
Dick Sharpe, attends all 
meetings of council and has 
been appointed a member 
of the Advisory Planning 
Commission. Recent at­
tempts to change the master 
plan, by use of a legal 
loophole, are being made to 
have the Mount Newton 
area re-zoned for smaller 
lots. We were very pleased 
to note that affectec 
residents in the area at­
tended a council meeting en 
masse to protest the 
suggested re-zoning anc 
there is no doubt that joint 
public action in matters 
such as this can do nothing 
but good.
Apart from any other
considerations, there is a 
health hazard involved if 
the Mount Newton area is 
re-zoned for smaller lots. 
There is no sewer line in the 
vicinity so septic tanks will 
have to be installed for all 
new houses on the Mount 
Newton slope. The run-off 
from the septic field will 
follow the natural 
downward slope and there 
is a possibility that sewage 
effluent will percolate into 
local residents’ wells 
situated at the lower level. 
The association fully 
supports the protests made 
by the Mount Newton 
residents and recommends 
that they write Hugh 
Curtis, Minister for 
Municipal Affairs (and 
Housing), asking him to 
take the necessary action to 
have the re-zoning loophole 
plugged.
Then there is the problem 
that has arisen between 
local residents and the 
developer of Brentwood 
Towers, an apartment 
building in Brentwood. The 
building is higher than 
originally envisaged, due 
once again to the legal 
interpretation of a by-law, 
and we are also advised that 
the actual construction is 
quite different from the 
scheme originally submitted 
to council for approval and 
issuance of a building 
permit. As dear old Wi 
Shakespeare wrote 
... “There is something 
rotten in the State of 
Denmark.’’
Apart from the foregoing 
problems, there are two 
bright spots which shoulc 
be noted.
The first is the proposec 
development of the Tod 
Inlet area by B.A.C.M 
Development, now made 
possible by the prospect ol" 
a better water supply for the 
peninsula. Many of the 
Association’s members 
thoroughly approved of the 
initial scheme whereby the 
site of the old cement works
was to be developed. We 
still have reservations about 
the overall development but 
we do recognize the fact 
that the initial scheme is 
lidden away down beside 
Butchart Gardens and 
should prove to be an asset 
to the community.
The second recent event 
IS the installation of the
temporary 12’’ pipeline 
given us a water supply 
from the Sooke watershed. 
This line has been con­
nected to the pumping 
station at Elk Lake and we 
are now sure of a 
reasonable water supply for 
this year and the new line 
will alleviate the situation 
whereby we were drawing
solelyour water supply 
from Elk Lake.
We have been asked by 
several Keating Ridge 
homeowners when we were 
going to get sewers in the 
area. The only way that this 
can be effected is by having 
a petition signed by at least 
70 per cent of the 
homeowners in the area
submitted to council for 
consideration. Our 
enquiries indicate that it is 
extremely doubtful whether 
70 per cent of the Keating 
Ridge homeowners would 
support such a petition.
Finally, may we submit a 
“commercial”. We need 
lots and lots of members in 
the Central Saanich
Ratepayers’ Association. 
The membership fee is only 
$2.00. We want to build up 
our membership so that we 
can have a general meeting 
in the fall and elect a new 
slate of officers.
To join, phone our 
secreatary, Dick Sharpe at 
652-4365 or myself, Fred 
Clarke at 652-1407.
■
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
downtown, tpoclout A 
modorn rooms, coblo 
color T.V,, diroct dial 
phonal, all with vlow 
balconlai, troa parking, 
compllmontary coffaa A 
too larvlca, and bait ol 
all — mostly with lolly 
oqulppad kitchani that 
allow you and your 
lamlly to anioy sub- 
itontlal lavlngi on 
braakloiti, lunchai, 
•nocki, cold drinks, lea 
cubas A othar ralatad 
axpaniai. Starling at 
only $10,1X1 single A 
$4.00 lor each additional 
guest 17 years ol age 
ond over.










The decade of the 
seventies has made all of us 
aware of the pressing need 
to formulate a com­
prehensive energy policy 
with which Canadians can 
face the future on a more 
optimistic note than is 
presently being sounded. 
The National Energy 
Board’s recent report on 
our oil supplies was yet 
another bench-mark in 
pessimism. ‘Over- 
pessimistic’, said Energy 
Minister Alastair Gillespie 
attempting to show that his 
view of his record in energy 
policy is a great deal rosier 
than that of the N.E.B.
The Board not only 
examined the ability of 
Canada to increase oil 
production but also at our 
efforts to keep con­
sumption down. In both 
cases there is a growing 
credibility gap between 
what the government says is 
happening and the in­
creasingly bleak facts. 
There is, for example, the 
N.E.B.,’s view that Canada 
will not reach the gover­
nment’s “self-reliance” 
target of supplying by 1985 
two-thirds of our oil from 
Canadian sources.
in addition, the report 
concluded that:
•exports to the U.S 
would have to be reduced 
even beyond current levels, 
•tar sands development 
has been delayed by five 
years,
•there will be imports of 
1,150,000 barrels a day by 
1985 or 52 percent of 
consumption (compared to 
the target for that year of 33 
percent of consumption), 
•there will be imports of 
tl,30(X),000 barrels a day 
by 1995 or 55 percent of 
consumption.
These high levels of 
importation are more than 
a mere inconvenience. As 
the highly authoritative 
report of Workship on 
Alternative Energy Sources 
(who.se participants in­
cluded Marshall Crowe, 
Chairman of the N.E.B. 
and Maurice Strong, 
Chairman of Petro- 
Canada) demonstrated 
there is a very good chance 
that there will be a world oil 
shortage by 1985. Where 
will we get our oil? The 
government is not saying.
It is, at face value, a 
lunatic situation — famine 
in the midst of a feast. 
Canada has in an untapped 
form, more energy 
resources than any other 
Western industrialized 
nation yet it appears we 
must face the bleak 











3 oz. Package. 
Pouch Pkg.
Empress. Assorted Ravours. 
3 oz. Package, /g ^
for
It is time to declare war 
on the energy crisis. Only 
positive purposeful action 
can save this country from 
the cold years that lie 
ahead. We can make 
ourselves secure if we:
With coupon 
at store 4
•initiate a crash 
programme of incentives to 
tar sand and heavy oil 
development. With a real 
effort (which would include 
at least one new tar sand 
operation started every 1.5 
years) we could be self- 
sufficient in oil in 1995,
•increase frontier ex­
ploration and development 
of frontier gas resources 
through incentives in a new 
Oil and Gas Regulations 
package. After seven years 
of delay (during which time 
Britain pushing her reserves 
from nothing to self- 
sufficiency levels), the 
government has yet to even 
bring forward new 
regulations,
•bring forward a national 
insulation program
Grteri Peas ^ib.
Scotch Treat. Frozen. fc Bag
Dalew(Kid. 1 lb. Package
Snow Star. 
Assortecl 
Ravours 4 litre S Pail
Che^e Slices
Lucerne Singles. 
Processed. 8 oz. Package
For brochui a ond rutorvotioni writa:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
t4S Hornby SI., Voncouvar, S,C. VAX IVI 
or Phono aroo U44I7'$7$I
WHA T A WHOPPER Otto Wiggin,s, 2228 
.lames White Blvd. pulled in late Monday 
evening olT Beachy Head, The 50 pounder 
ran with 500 feet of line before Wiggins could 
turn his boat around and net the giant 
salmon. He used Super Striptease to attract 
the fish.
Sidney angler's fishing derby
I'ifiy-fivc entrants 
weigliing in 20 salmon 
between five and 20 pounds 
enjoyed Sidney Angler’s 
Association first members 
only fishing derby June 5.
Elwood Tliompson took 
top lionors with a 20 
pounder caught at Sidney 
Spit on a Hootchie.
Second prize was taken 
by Rick Sansbury who 
landed a 14 pounder.
Hidden weight prizes 
were won by nine year old
Barbara rhompson and 
Terry Phipps. Terry Phipps 
also won the draw prize.
The association is 
planning another derby 
during July.
Those interested in 
joining Sidficy Angler's 
As.sociation can contact 
Lcn Bland at Harvey's 
.Sporting Goods or Vern 





Empress. Old Fashioned. 
32»oz. Size
$ J49
In order to create greater public awarene.ss 
of the Federal Government’.s STUDENT 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
PROGRAMMES and lo ensure both 
employers and private hou.scholders in 
Sidney are aware that studenl.s arc available 
for all types of summer jobs:-
L
The week of June 20lh to 26th is hereby 
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The .Salurna Island lamb 
bake i.s again .slated for 
Canada Day thi,s year.
ITidny, July 1 is the dale 
and the Inriib bnrhcciic will 
he held at Saturnn Beach
CHUCK STEAKS 
$09010 LiLS.
the toeof thing thor 
CMd happen fo^^plontli... ALASKA
^^iSTLING 
Sanscha Hall 
Wed., June 29,8 P.M.
CENTRE CUTrow CHOPS
‘17”to i.ns.
*650 8al. FISH FERTILIZER





46H0 i:ik Luke Drive 
6SB-5231
4MANTAOTIAM
Th# Outlaw Gamatlnght V$ . a.
lu* f (*1un5|( tti.r, lAtifiuw
GurMimtiiii vs Buck ZImliola
MtoamiMiDoriii MioGuni
Billy IhaKIti Tilt Halil Kid
« VS a
lilila John HIIIBillyFata
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PRICES EFFECTIVE: JUNE 23, 24 & 25
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
STORE HOURS:
Mon., Tues., Wed., Sat.,
Thurs. It Fri.,
Sun. £ Holidays
9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
9 a.m. - 9 p.m,
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CHUCK STEAKS £ |
1 CANADA GRADE "A” ^ ^ ^lb.
MINI SIZZLERS
$1 09
SCHNEIDER ^ j ^ ^
1 LB. PKG. *
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[green PEAS, CIT WAXED
& GREEN BEANS m « «









I TANG 32 OZ. 3j
TEA BAGS
I NABOB BONUS PKG., 140 ’2 19
BANANAS
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CANADA NO. 1 £• FOR «
91
CARROTS OAil;
CANADA NO. 1 2 IS. DAG
DENTISTRY
Dr. .1. Casey wishes to announce his 
association with Dr. J. Bicigoocl in the 
practiceofgcncral Dentistry.
6111 Patricia Ray Highway 
[North of Elk Lake] 
652-2521
l)i'. C ;isc\'s ol lice lioiii's Saliirdavs.
We Buy And Sell Everything
Highest Cash Paid For Used Furniture 
Appliances, Tools, What Have You
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
THE BARGAIN HOUSE
2372 BEACON AVE. 656-3621
HI-VIEW MARKET
6991 E. Saanieh Rd. 652-3360
Mon. - Fri.: 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
Sat & Sun. 9 a.m. -10 p.ml
Ardmore Junior Golf Team recently won a 
competition involving three junior teams 
from Prospect Lake, Metchosin and Sooke in 
four consecutive matches. The Ardmore boys 
took the team championship with 45 points. 
Pictured back row left to right are Richard
Cormier, Alan Howe and Brian Brown. 
Bottom row are Tom Brown, Gil McGeachie 
and David Cormier. All six are Sidney-North 
Saanich residents and attend Parkland 
school.
North Saanich residents 
to hear community plan
Phnner explains development trends
offer their clients a new service
PHOTO-FINISHING
by fsland Color Lab 
One Day Service!
. 20% OFF for
Replacement Rim!
About 150 people 
gathered at Parkland 
School Thursday evening to 
get their first glimpse of the 
North Saanich Community 
plan devised by the planner 
Kees van Westen.
Mayor Paul Grieye, in his 
opening comments, ex­
plained that the community 
plan was a general view of 
the municipality, a “broad 
briiSh treatm^t”. He’ said’ 
that once the community 
plan was accepted, zoning 
and sub-division by-laws 
would be required to assure 
the plan was followed.
A request was made to 
keep discussion on the plan 
to these general aspects to 
avoid .spending time on
in-particular details of 
dividual pieces of land.
The planner, Kees van 
Westen, spent one hour and 
a half speaking about the 
type of community North 
Saanich is, the trend 
development is taking now 
and his four concepts of 
how the area could choose 
to grow or not grow, as one 
q f the cqri^^ts .depicted. V “
The four} basic plans 
were: 1) development as it 
has been in the past, 
following by-law 12. It 
showed development would 
be scattered throughout the 
municipality following no 
particular plan. 2) A rural 
concept with the 
municipality remaining
for the skills you need...
SPjROTT-SHAW specializes in short term job 
training, Wc have one single objective - preparing 
you loi a good job quickly. You can learn and still 
enjoy Ihe summer - classes finisli ai 2:00 P.M. each 
day. If you areconeerned alnuil your future, consult 
•'the job college” ... Sprolt-Sluiw College of 
Itiisine.ss,
.secretarial
I I acco liming











9807 I iriliSl...SI<liicv 056-6.'^ 11
7172 Dronlwood Drive 
Brentwood Bey
Vnneouver (bland Ci
NMI XO MILL BAY F|RRY
Reservations 662-2413
Hour* 9 a,m. -12 a.m. dolly
JUNE SPECIAL
MUli r C (K K l All, 
SAIADIIAU
STEAK and WHOLE BABY 
ATLANTIC LOBSTER
! UFSII VlXJin AIU.FSA PU I ATOr,S 
OVI.N ItAKKI) SCONEnitEAl)
, OESSEIIT .. 
nEVEUAfJE^
Sumlny Bnintli 11;30 i»,m.. 2t30 p.m.
much the way it is now. The 
Agricultural Land Reserve 
would be strictly followed, 
further development would 
be quite limited. This plan 
would leave a large number 
of future options open . 3) 
An urban concept where 
population would be very 
high, all services expected in 
a city would be available 
and lots would be small-. 4) 
A balanced concept, ac­
cording to the planner. It 
allowed for development 
around the higher
populated areas of Deep
Cove, Ardmore, Curteis 
Point and the Dean Park 
area. It retained much of 
the agricultural land and 
allowed only limited
development of upland 
area. Included in this plan 
was the idea of gradual 
increases of water and 
sewage services as
development occurred to 
support them. Plan 4 was 
.supported as most desirable 
by Van Westen.
He pointed out that in 
most municipalities 
development starts in a core 
area and grows out but 
North Saanich is unusual in 
that respect because it 
developed along the shore 
and now must grow in- 
wards.
About the advi.sabiliiy of 
retaining the area’s j'nr- 
mlaiul he suggested that at 
this (ime most people say 
they want lo keep 
ngriculiiirnl areas for 
ac,siheiic reasons, But, he 
said, the possibility was that 
in the future we will not 
have so much of mir 
agr ic till 1.1 ral produce 
supplied by ihc United 
States and Mexico as we do 
now, At such a time 
agricultural land will 
become very iniportam, he 
said.
Tlte half liour allotted for 
a question period was 
.sireiched to one lionr, 
during wliich people had 
many inquiries of ihc 
planner. Residents, par- 
licitlarly of Ardinorc were 
interc.sicd in the planner’s 
suggestion of bringing 
water to tiic area in about 
ten years.
What is and what is not 
agricultural land was 
another area some residents 
felt strongly about. The 
Capital Regional District 
planner, Peter Hammer, 
said it would be po.ssible to
have the B.C. Land 
Commission review the 
A.L.R. zones in the district 
and that minor changes 
would likely be made.
Anyone wishing to learn
more about the plan or 
comment about their 
particular problems may 
contact the planners who 
will be at the North Saanich 
Municipal Hall June 22, 7 
to9p.m.
r NOTICE OF INTENT
RE: LIQUOR CONTROL AND LICENSING ACT ^ ^ ^
APPLICATION FOR AN “A’’LICENCED ESTABLISHMENT 
^ t IS the intention of the undersigned to apply; pursuant to the provisions of the 
Liquor Control and Licensing Act; to the General Manager, Liquor Control and 
Licensing Branch, Victoria, B.C. for an “A” Licence to operate a licenced 
establishment on the premi.ses situated at 9844 - 3rd St., Sidney, B.C. (formerly
BmvHdromeUd of applicant: Mr. Glen Wilson of the Wilson
The above type ol licence may be issued to; hotels, resorts, clubs, recreational 
u:nlicS’ aircralt, trains, motor vessels, international airports, municipally and 
I rovincially owned cultural centres, universities, and military me.sses. and pmnits 
lilt .service oj all types of liquor by the gla.ss as approved by the General Manager of 
tic Liquor Control and Licensing Branch. Hours of sale arc any 14 hours between 9 
a.m. and 2 a.in. (Icriam of these establishments may al.so have ofrprcmi,sc.s .sales of 
beci and B.C. Cider where so endorsed by the General Manager.
cstabli.shmcnt was formerly known as a Public House and/or
COCKUUI Lounii,o.
Rcsideiiis or property owners located within a 6 block area or '/^ mile radius of the 
pioposed site are requested to register any objections by writing to the General 















9817 Resthaven Drive 
656-5544
I
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How to holiday with high gas costs
Autorrutbile associsition launches fuel saving campaign
For many, ever rising gas 
prices means an ever 
dwindling vacation fund 
.and sharply contracted 
; holiday plans. However 
;some small concessions and 
;readjustments in motoring 
'habits will prove to you that 
■quality not quantity is what 
counts in calculating 
holiday pleasure.
A new vacation style may 
be more rejuvenating than 
■ you ever imagined, advises 
the B.C. Automobile 
^Association.
! Motorists need only do a 
dittle advance planning and 
take certain steps to insure 
that their leisure trips will 
:use no more gasoline than 
necessary.
Here are some BCAA 
guidelines that will enable 
you to do just that:
; *Consider a vacation 
spot in a large city, a beach 
or mountain resort where 
you won’t have to use your 
car much to get around.
• "‘Consider the merits of a 
cycling or backpacking 
lioliday. You’ll feel better 
afterwards and your bank 
balance will look better.
- *Or if that seems too 
vigorous, take your bikes 
bn the back of your car and 
Pycle around once you get 
{o your destination. Leg 
power is cheaper than gas 
power.
- "‘Budget the mileage you 
want to spend on pleasure 
travelling, then check out 
all possible recreation sites 
within it. This method, 
which the BCAA calls the 
t'radius travel concept”, 
may unearth some 
delightful spots 






Consult a BCAA travel
counsellor on the most 
direct route available so you 
won’t waste gas and time 
backtracking to the proper 
turn off.
■"Vacation “carpools”? 
What about those special 
friends you’re often too 
busy to see as much as you
like? Why not suggest a 
holiday with them?
■"Travel light. Weight 
increases gas consumption. 
Every 100 pounds costs a 
tenth of a mile per gallon. 
In a small car with a smaller 
engine, it costs as much as 
one-half mile per gallon. 
■"Start your trip early in
the morning. This way 
you’ll avoid heavy traffic 
and, if the weather is hot, 
reduce the need for your air 
conditioner.
■"Good driving habits are 
a must, whether or not 
you’re on a pleasure trip. 
They save gas and, of 
course, increase your safety
NASTY NED after tugging at a park leader decided to join the summer 
park program for children instead of steal it in this sketch presented by 
members of the recreation commission. All children are invited to take 
part in the program; for more information-on it call the commission at 
656-7271.
margin. Among the major 
ones: avoid jack-rabbit 
starts, never let your car 
idle unnecessarily, and 
travel at moderate speeds - 
50 mph rather than 60 mph 
will conserve eight per cent 
more gas.
■"Keep a record of your 
driving expenses and check 
your mileage every time you 
buy a tank of gas.
Remember that BCAA 
travel counsellors can offer 
you detailed advice on these 
ideas, as well as other fuel 
saving services such as tie-in 
transportation and 
probable gas prices away 
from home..
Finally and well before 
you’re on the road, the 
association advises you to 
make certain your car’s 
engine is thoroughly tuned 
and alt vehicle components 
are in top condition.
For further pointers on 
how to conserve fuel, “Gas 
Watchers” materials are 
available free of charge in 
limited quantities to BCAA 
members and consist of 
four inch bumper stickers, 
buttons for children, iron- 
on t-shirt transfers for 
teens, placemats and the 
pamphlets “Why Con­
serve” and “How to 
Conserve”.
Contact any BCAA 
district office or BCAA 
Public Affairs Department, 
P.O. Box 9900, 999 West 
Broadway, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6B ;4H1 (732-3911 
local 306) for these 
materials.
smmu
THE LAST VOL VO SALE
uor seizures at
Island View beach









★Plus delivery & freight
With the' advent of 
summer weather, a large 
proportion of the .84, oc­
currences handled by 
Central Saanich Police 
during last week involved 
noisy beach parties on 
Island View Beach. Some 
complaints; emanate from 
campers and quiet beach 
u.scrs, while the remainder 
are observed by police on 
routine patrol. The results 
have been warnings by 
police, which usually are 
sufficient and sei/ure of 
liquor, most beer, where 
such action is indicated,
Police Chief Bob Miles 
says while he would prefer 
not to lay formal charges, 
the police aim being 
control, if the incidents 
contintic, police will be 
forced to do so to preserve 
peace and good order.
In one case last week a 
warning was not sufficient. 
Some out of the aica
persons were.commencing a 
party when intercepted by ; 
police. They Were advised 
to hold their party 
elsewhere. However, on 
return on their next patrol, 
poliee noticed the party in 
progress and seized the 
beer. If there is a repeat 
performance by any of the 
same per.sons involved, 
formal charges will be laid 
automatically.
no-clMiige
During statement periods in 
which a TD customer’s minimum 
PCA balance is $200 or more, 
TD cancels the normal 16<: charge 
per cheque, automatically.
Tonorin'o DorvitNiOh!




This week, I would like to 
describe for you some of 
the summer activities at the 
Sidney and Brentwood 
Branches of the Regional 
Library, as well as give you 
some brief descriptions of 
new books for summer 
reading.
Both the Sidney and 
Brentwood Branches are 
inviting children and young 
people to bring us pictures, 
drawings or paintings, of 
their favourite story, 
character, or scene from 
any book. The.se are to be 
submitted by August 15. 
For the next few weeks, all 
of these works will be on 
display in the library, as 
part of a large art display of 
children’s work. This is not 
a contest, but an op­
portunity for every child to 
have his or her painting 
displayed.
The Brentwood Library 
is also holding a pre-school 
children’s story hour each 
Saturday morning. If you 
are interested in bringing 
your youngster, phone the 
library 652-2013 for more 
information.
GHOST FOX, by James 
Houston. A major new 
novel by the author of The 
White Dawn, this is a fast- 
paced adventure about a 
white girl’s capture among 
Indians in the 1750’s. It is 
as harsh, violent and 
fascinating as the ear it so 
vividly portrays.
SHANANDITTI: THE 
LAST OF THE 
BEOTHUCKS, by Keith 
Winter. The story of 
Shananditti and her people 
in Newfoundland, a gentle, 
trusting race of Indians 
destroyed by European 
cruelty and ignorance.
THE YOUNG IN ONE
Book Ghat
ANOTHER’S ARMS, by 
Jane Rule. A vivid, 
beautiful study of Ruth 
Wheeler, a strong, stub­
bornly individual woman, 
who runs a condemned 
Vancouver boarding house 
harbouring a brood of
dependents that includes 
shell-shocked draft 
dodgers, a retarded shoe 
salesman, Ruth’s aged 
mother-in-law, and a 
collection of sexually and 
socially confused young.
BUFFET LUriCHEON
Mondesy to Friday, 11:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
featuring:
SUNDAY SMORGASBORD
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
PRIME RIB BAKED HAM





9:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. 
with
Ritchie (Cunningham) Ralphs
FRIDAY NIGHT: LADIES FREE!
BANQUET FACILITiES - Up to 150 People
Your Full Faciliiy Hotel
Close to the Airport
Corner Beacon Ave. & Pat B^ 656-1178
BATTERY
STOLEN
A ballcry was missing 
Iron) Phillip Knowles’ 1933 
viiilage car recently, Sidney 
RCMP said.
The battery, valued at 
S‘I5, w;is an ordinary type 
iliat would work in it recent 
model ear. It was takeit 
frimi the car, which was 
sitting iti his driveway, 








MOST CARS, , 
PARTS EXTRA,
Jim Johnion Stuart Mann Potor Bragg
6736 West Saanich Rd. at Keating X Rd. 652-3921
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RE VISED A N1MA L CONTROL 
Central Saanich Council 
approved in principle the 
dralt of a revised animal
control by-law, cited as By- 
Law 502. Its net eri'ect is to 
raise license fees and fines.
Chamber of commerce leams of mimerous parade entries




Local Seafood a Speciality I
OPEN 5:00 P.M. to 10 P.M., 
7 NIGHTS A WEEK
















All Sidney Day parade 
already has 79 entries to 
date compared with a total 
of 63 entries last year, 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Chamber of Commerce 
learned Thursday.
Parade director Bambi 
Stiles says although there is 
a great deal of participation 
from childrens’ sports 
groups that more individual 
children are needed to 
participate.
She reported three bands, 




numerous floats will be 
involved in this year’s 
parade.
HELP NEEDED
Sidney Day co-ordinator 
Fred McCullough reported 
to chamber that the Day’s 
events have been organized 
but still needs some
volunteers for the morning 
of July 1.
The Kiwanis bingo 
Rotary booths, STAG 
dance and all other ac­
tivities are organized but we 
need some volunteers to 
deal with anything unex­
pected Sidney Day mor­
ning, he said.
“I need a couple of 
people just in case of 
emergency and also need a 
hand in setting up the stage 
on the fair grounds,” he 
explained.
We can’t set the stage iip 
the night before because of 
vandalism potential so the 
work will have to be done 
right after the Lion’s 
Pancake Breakfast, he said.
McCullough explained 
that All Sidney Day this 
year would be substantially 
different than other years in 
that the Rowing Review 
wouldn’t be part of the 
festivities.
‘‘We didn’t want a 
conflict whereby people 
who participate in the 
rowing race might not be 
able to take part in some 
other part of All Sidney 
Day,” he said.
The Great Sidney Rowing 
Review is "scheduled for 
September 10 this year.
BUTTONS
McCullough also em­
phasized the necessity of 
Sidney businesses selling 
more Sidney Day buttons as 
sales are down from last 
year. ‘‘People don’t realize 
that the All Sidney Day 
button is their admission to 
the fair ground,” he said.
McCullough said one- 
half of the profits from the 
button goes into a fund 
used by the chamber of 
commerce for next years’ 
celebrations.
Chamber president Hank
Vissers said he would like to 
see a standing committee set 
up, not necessarily tied to 
the chamber of commerce, 




Hank Vissers, reporting 
for Sidney tourist in­
formation booth manager 
Janet Barclay, said 
enquiries at the chamber of 
commerce sponsored booth 
are up 50% from last year.
‘‘To date 1,281 tourists 
have stopped at the booth 
up 589 from last year,” he 
said. The tourist season, if 
early information enquiries 
is a good indicator, should 
be better than ever, he said.
‘‘The bureau has sold 
over $290 worth of fishing 
licenses to tourists, a 
formality required by 
federal authorities,” 
Vissers continued.
Further chamber reports 
show the information booth 
is about to be the recipient 
of three and one-half 
gallons of paint and 
volunteers are needed to
apply it. A volunteer work 
party is required Wed­
nesday night to either paint 
or cut weeds, which are 
getting a little out of control 
around the area.
The work shouldn’t take 
more than two hours, a 
chamber director reported 
and hopefully the bathroom 
and exterior will get done 
Wednesday.
Volunteers need only 
show up with a paint brush 
at 7 p.m. as the chamber 
will provide the rest of the 
material.
BREAKWATER
Further reports at the 
chamber meeting Thursday 
indicate a breakwater 
around Sidney’s waterfront 
is still being actively pur­
sued even though efforts 
have continued since 1928.
The chamber was told the 
project would cost in excess 
of SI M and that the federal 
government wanted 
feasibility studies before 
going ahead.
Further reports indicate 
that the wharves at the end 
of Beacon Ave. are in­
stalled, but their role next 
year is still unsure.
‘‘The wharves will be 
permanent if we get a 
breakwater and now is the 
time to assert political 
pressures to get the thing 
done,” said a chamber 
director.' If the Liberals 
want a .seat out here, giving 
us a breakwater may help 
them, he said:.
He continued saying 
the current wharves are 
deteriorating rapidly and 
that due to loose boards 
they could be a hazard. The 
chamber resolved to write 
small harbours branch of 
Environment Canada 
complaining of the 
deterioration.
A further motion 
directed the chamber 
secretary to write local MP 
Donald Munro thanking 
him for help in obtaining 
installation of the wharves 
this year.
PARKING
The chamber agreed to 
make no comment about 
the recent Sidney town 
council decision to change
from angle to parallel 
parking along Beacon Ave.
‘‘There is still some 
hostility in the community 
regarding the situation and 
it would be best if we just 
keep quiet about it,” 
membership director Larry 
Scott said.
The decision has been 
made and the issue is over 
and done with, he said, and
we should just forget about 
it. '
The chamber of com­
merce is also awaiting 
arrival of a large sign which 
will bear the Sidney town 
crest to be installed, with 
help from the town qf 
Sidney on Beacon Ave. * 
The sign was constructed 
by Parkland school 
Industrial Arts students, i
British Columbia 0.A.P.0 
News in Review
By EDITH SMITH 
Mrs. Sadie Holloway and 
Mrs. Gladys McDicken 
attended the three day 
convention of the British 
Columbia Old Age Pen­
sioners’ Organization as 
delegates from Sidney 
Branch 25, and Edith 
Smith, member of the 
Provincial Board, and 
Steward for the ten 
south island branches also 
attended.
The convention was 
held at the Richmond Inn, 
Richmond, B.C. from June
i ^ Assisting both Dr. Sowden and Dr. Huberts is Miss Pat McGowan who graduated 1 Hpipon^ps 
. from Centralia College of Agricultural Technology in 1977.; Her diploma in Animal g RnarU
I Dr. T. Huberts is pleased to announce his new associate. Dr. M.J. Sowden and
J assistant Animal Health Technician, Miss Pat McGowan.
I ; [)r. Sowden graduated from the Ontario Veterinary College in 1976 and 
proceeded to practise tor one year at Kennedy Heights Animal Hospital in Surrey. 
! Dr. Sowden will now be practising in Brentwood Bay Veterinary Clinic, 7153 West 
J Saanich Road, while Dr. Huberts continues to practise in his Sidney office, 9838 5th 
I Street, Sidney. r
i
. v>--.u, ..  s..uii  i /v ri it r i l im l  m l . r i l  i /vm i g n •
iL Health Technology will enable heb to work as receptionist and such aspects of to inc^Se^vSn^^'^" 
L laboratory, radiology and surgery as relates to animal health care. j ^ii^rease voting power,
b ^ ^PP9‘»inients with Dr. Sowden call ,652-3121. and with DrLHuberts. 656-3333 I
was .one ot the most< 1°!! 65,2-312f and ith; r.y uberts, 656-3333. | L n:I On Saturday mornings only the .Sidney .office will be open, for. gfter-hour. , |, sucSssful-conventions of
iL:‘vSLvV.L,,rL:\'.thO'ipany. which have been
held over the years
throughout the province 
and it was noted that 
membership was increased 
appreciably and at least ten 
new branches have been 
welcomed into ' the 
organization.
One of the many 
highlights of the three days 
was a very enlightening talk 
on the drug situation by 
Mr. Ben Gant, a well 
known pharmacist in
Vancouver. While he felt 
that many seniors needed 
medications of some sort,
he was doubtful if many 
were familiar with the side 
effects which many drugs
can produce in certain 
circumstances. He ex­
plained this aspect in detail 
to an; int^cested audience
and a hearty vote of ap­
preciation for his taking 
time out to give them this 
much needed information, 
was accorded him by the 
delegates and visitors.
Sixty resolutions were 
presented to the delegates 
for consideration by 
secretary Edith Smith, out 
of which 11 were adopted, 
some defeated and others 
were set aside for future 
clarification before being 
brought again to the 1978 
convention to be held in 
Campbell River nexf'June.
Delegates called for 
better supervision of 
nursing homes, more 
homemakers’ services for 
the elderly who wish to 
remain in .their own homes
as long as possible, in­
creased comfort money for 
those living in retirement 
homes to keep up with 
rising costs, and spot in­
spections of the three types 
of geriatric hospitals 
without advance warning 
and apartments with a 
bedroom for privacy.
Three government 
representatives were present 
from the department of 
human resources and 
Vancouver South all of 
whom answered questions 
put to them, as well as 
clarified some of the 
resolutions before the 
delegates.
Mrs. Lilian Browne, 
Surrey, was returned as 
provincial President at the 
elections.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily
WEST SAANICH RD
across from the Brentwood Post Office




authoratative people with 
voices that carry well. Must 
love a parade.
The parade committee 
for upcoming All Sidney
Gssislarice
Days needs three people to 
assist with parade 
organization the morning 
of July 1. These volunteers 
are required to stand a a 
specific street corner in the
marshalling area and make 
sure the parade entries line 
up correctly.
Anyone interested in 









L LB.GRADE "A” BEEF Full Cut
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Mr. and Mrs. J.S. 
Fenton, who celebrated 
their twenty-fifth wedding 
anniversary on June 14th, 
had as their guests over the 
week-end, Mr. and Mrs. K. 
Davies, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Griffin, Mr. and Mrs. J. 
Cassidy and Mr. and Mrs. 
E. Halskcy, all of Van­
couver.
The Fentons have resided 
at 1875 Dickson Ave. since 
their arrival here in 1960. 
Mr. Fenton, who has been 
employed by the Ministry 
of Transport for 28 years, is
currently at the Victoria 
Airport with the Ministry.
The couple has celebrated 
their anniversary with 
numerous family gatherings 
and dinners and plans are 
made for a trip to Las 
Vegas as a finale to the 
event.
SUGAR









GOLDEN VALLEY 24 oz. Hn
109
TEA BAGS e
SALADA 120’s Pkg. V* 239 CHEESE WHIZ $KRAFT 16 oz. Jar *•’ 149
PEANUT BUTTER «
KRAFT Urge 4 lb. Jar ' i297 SAIAD MESSING ..TANG 32 OZ. Jar
STRAWBERRY JAM -
GOLDEN VALLEY 24 oz. Tin ^109
POWDER arctic King Size^
DETERGENT ^19%m .
HASH BROWN POTATOES RARNATION FR07EN Large 4 lb. Bag
TOWiATOES
LOCAL HOT HOUSE No. 1 Large 49t,IB.
CARROTS
U.S. FRESH
Canada No. 1 Bulk 2“29 (t






sue 138’s 8-99 MR, AND MRS, J, Fenton recently celebrated their 25lb wedding an­niversary.
ARTS and CRAFTS HOBBYISTS
Booths Available at 
"LIONS’ CENTRAL SAANICH DAYS” 
July 30, 31, August 1st




Nice family Restaurant 
Open 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. weekdays 
Friday & Saturday 8:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. 
Sunday 12:00 to 9 p.m.
Breakfast Special
Ham, Sausage or Bacon & Eggs 50
Daily Lunch Specials
We also serve delicious Chinese Food from 11:30 
a.m.





MILLS ROAD, SIDNEY, B.C.
Saturday, June 25 
Dancing 9:00 p.m. -12:30 p.m. 
“THE CHECKMATES”
ART GALLERY
is featuring recent paintings by
MARGURIETE BRIGGS
JUNE 20-30 (incl.)
Hrs.: MON.-SAT., 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
No. 1 - 2417 BEACON (upstairs) 
656-6811
DR. DINO PAOLOS
wishes to announce the opening 
of his PREVENTIVE DENTAL 




9 a.m, to 9 p.m., 7 days a week
Specializing in Cheese,
Ravioli & Salami 
FRESH MEATS DAILY
Corner Fat Bay Hwy & 
Aiintty Drive
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Students In the Perklcind 
Grode 12 Recognition Ceremony
ALGADZIS, Brigita 
ALLAN, Ron 
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Good afternoon and welcome, ladies and gentlemen, 
honoured guests, teachers, fellow students, mom and 
dad. In honour of the occasion 1 would like to extend a 
special welcome to all the fathers here today.
1 remember in September saying, “It’s the last first 
day of school”, “It’s the last second day”, “It’s the last 
third day”, and now it our last last day. It seems hard to 
believe we have heard for the last lime Mr. Lott’s, 
“Would you plea.se rise and join me in the Lords 
Prayer”.
As our final moments here draw near, we begin lo 
reflect on the man>highlighlsof our past years together.. 
Who could forget the invasion of “Fig Newtons”, 
whom we took pains to train and reform; or Bob 
Preston’s urging petition as he sought recognition in the 
main hall. Who could forget Roy Hicks?
These, and others, we will take and treasure as fond 
memories of our days here at Parkland.
Our last year at Parkland has come to an end. For we 
grade twelve students, it brings mixed emotions. This is 
the hour of graduation. An hour of departure from 
study and friendships. As the school doors close behind 
us for the last time we suddenly realize that we have 
reached a crucial period in our lives. It is now that wc 
must learn to accept responsibility and change. For it is 
now that we are faced with the momentous decisions to 
the future’s unanswered questions.
What is the next .step for U.S?
What are our aspirations?
How well equippped are we to face the obligations 
ahead?
What can we expect in the way of future success now 
that we have completed this one phase in our life’s 
■ education?/
It would be a mistake to believe that with graduation 
our education is complete. It has just begun. Whether or 
not we decide on advanced studies in universities, 
colleges or apprenticeship training, we must learn to 
adapt to a new world of work and experience which lies 
just ahead of us. We must be confident in the future, 
realizing that whatever vocation in life we choose we are 
well prepared for its hardships and fulfillments. Our self 
expectations should not be just to be educated persons 
but to be part of our changing society. We must try to . 
do our best and be proud of whatever we do and in the 
process make others proud of us. ^ ^
In this we have had help from our teachers. Not only 
have they diligently taught us aspects of literature, 
drama, sports, commerce, science or art, they have 
spent extra time assisting in work and development of 
the fields we enjoy and excel 1. Whether it be help for 
scholarship studies, coaching a team or directing a play, 
you have given us pride in much of our achievements as 
well as moments we will remember and treasure. I’m 
sure we will all remember Mr. Milligan’s Moose Calls 
and rutting season. And how about Mr. Harkcr’s stylish 
outfits; and of course Mr. McLean’s banjo. And last 
but by no means least wc will always remember the 
excellent performances of our own “Rhubarb Roots”. 
It has been the hard efforts of both Mr. Lott and the 
administration that has provided us with so many of 
the.se memories. Wc must also recognize the efforts of 
the Students’ Council led by Bob charters as well as this 
year’s graduation committee headed by Parkland’s 
Princess, Dawn Payne.
To our younger brothers and sisters and un« 
dergraduates, wc bequeath you all the lasting friend­
ships v;e have made throuph our school days. Our 
advice lo you is to work hard and satisfaction will be 
your reward. Wc wish you encaurageihcnt to make the 
most of what you've got. Make your .school days the 
happiest days of your lives. Appreciate the sadness wc 
feelin saying farewell to our friends.
To our parents we say thanks mom and dad for all the 
love, .support and encouragment you have given us. For 
this we loveyou.
To all my fellow Grads I wi.sli to c,xpress niy 
heartfelt hope of success in dreams come true, Good 
Bye Grads, God Bless and Good Luck,
ALL THE BEST IN THE FUTURE FROM THESE LOCAL BUSINESSES:
•Down Town Car Mart 
•Jus-Rite Photos ,
•Mitchell & Anderson 
•Island View Prefer 






•Saanich Peninsula Savings Credit Union
•Georgette’s Fabrics & Crafts 
•Village Gallery 
•Holloways Sidn^ Florist 
•Rust Jewellers 
•Executive Imports ’ 
•Harbour Texaco 
•School District 63 
•Danish Upholstery 
•Sherwood’s T.V.-Radio Clinic 
•Dench Excavating
•Saanich Cable 10 
•Sidney Quality Florists ^ 
•Robinsons Stores 
•Pats-A-Pizaa
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C.S. ratepayers speak out on community concerns
Editor’s Note: At the 
request of The Review, Mr. 
Fred Clarke, president of 
the Central Saanich 
Ratepayers Association, 
expresses his views on the 
local scene.
The last major problem 
in which the Central 
Saanich Ratepayers’ 
Association was actively 
engaged was the proposed 
tri-municipal recreation 
centre. Since that time no 
controversial issues have 
been presented to the 
association for any action.
It was very encouraging 
to note the action taken by 
Greig Avenue homeowners 
in respect to their problem 
and we are currently 
watching developments 
regarding attempts to re­
zone the Mount Newton 
area and develop two-acre 
lots instead of retaining 
minimum ten-acre lots as 
laid out in the Community 
Plan.
We are quite concerned 
about the constant efforts 
to have various properties 
and/or areas re-zoned in 
contravention of the overall 
master plan for the com­
munity. Many members of 
the association took an 
active part in the 
preparation of the plan 
which was finalized at a 
cost to the taxpayers of 
$30,000. Our secretary, 
Dick Sharpe, attends all 
meetings of council and has 
been appointed a member 
of the Advisory Planning 
Commission. Recent at­
tempts to change the master 
plan, by use of a legal 
loophole, are being made to 
have the Mount Newton 
area re-zoned for smaller 
lots. We were very pleased 
to note that affectec 
residents in the area at­
tended a council meeting en 
masse to protest the 
suggested re-zoning anc 
there is no doubt that joint 
public action in matters 
such as this can do nothing 
but good.
Apart from any other
considerations, there is a 
health hazard involved if 
the Mount Newton area is 
re-zoned for smaller lots. 
There is no sewer line in the 
vicinity so septic tanks will 
have to be installed for all 
new houses on the Mount 
Newton slope. The run-off 
from the septic field will 
follow the natural 
downward slope and there 
is a possibility that sewage 
effluent will percolate into 
local residents’ wells 
situated at the lower level. 
The association fully 
supports the protests made 
by the Mount Newton 
residents and recommends 
that they write Hugh 
Curtis, Minister for 
Municipal Affairs (and 
Housing), asking him to 
take the necessary action to 
have the re-zoning loophole 
plugged.
Then there is the problem 
that has arisen between 
local residents and the 
developer of Brentwood 
Towers, an apartment 
building in Brentwood. The 
building is higher than 
originally envisaged, due 
once again to the legal 
interpretation of a by-law, 
and we are also advised that 
the actual construction is 
quite different from the 
scheme originally submitted 
to council for approval and 
issuance of a building 
permit. As dear old Wi! 
Shakespeare wrote 
... “There is something 
rotten in the State of 
Denmark.’’
Apart from the foregoing- 
problems, there are two 
bright spots which shoulc 
be noted.
The first is the proposec 
development of the Tod 
Inlet area by B.A.C.M, 
Development, now made 
possible by the prospect ol" 
a better water supply for the 
peninsula. Many of the 
Association’s members 
thoroughly approved of the 
initial scheme whereby the 
site of the old cement works
was to be developed. We 
still have reservations about ‘ 
the overall development but 
we do recognize the fact 
that the initial scheme is 
lidden away down beside 
Butchart Gardens and 
should prove to be an asset 
to the community.
The second recent event 
IS the installation of the
temporary 12’’ pipeline 
given us a water supply 
from the Sooke watershed. 
This line has been con­
nected to the pumping 
station at Elk Lake and we 
are now sure of a 
reasonable water supply for 
this year and the new line 
will alleviate the situation 
whereby we were drawing
solelyour water supply 
from Elk Lake.
We have been asked by 
several Keating Ridge 
homeowners when we were 
going to get sewers in the 
area. The only way that this 
can be effected is by having 
a petition signed by at least 
70 per cent of the 
homeowners in the area
submitted to council for 
consideration. Our 
enquiries indicate that it is 
extremely doubtful whether 
70 per cent of the Keating 
Ridge homeowners would 
support such a petition.
Finally, may we submit a 
“commercial”. We need 
lots and lots of members in 
the Central Saanich
Ratepayers’ Association. 
The membership fee is only 
$2.00. We want to build up 
our membership so that we 
can have a general meeting 
in the fall and elect a new 
slate of officers.
To join, phone our 
secreatary, Dick Sharpe at 
652-4365 or myself, Fred 
Clarke at 652-1407.
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
'l!Ufcr.i ly,.
downtown, tpoclout A 
modorn rooms, coblo 
color T.V,, direct dial 
phonos, oil with vlow 
balconies, (roe parking, 
compllmontary coffee A 
too service, and best ol 
all — mostly with folly 
equipped kitchens that 
allow you and your 
lamlly to enioy sub- 
stontlal savings on 
breakfasts, lunches, 
snacks, cold drinks, Ice 
cubes A other related 
expanses. Starting at 
only $10,1X1 single A 
$4,00 lor each additional 
guest 17 years ol age 
ond over.











The decade of the 
seventies has made all of us 
aware of the pressing need 
to formulate a com­
prehensive energy policy 
with which Canadians can 
face the future on a more 
optimistic note than is 
presently being sounded. 
The National Energy 
Board’s recent report on 
our oil supplies was yet 
another bench-mark in 
pessimism. ‘Over- 
pessimistic’, said Energy 
Minister Alastair Gillespie 
attempting to show that his 
view of his record in energy 
policy is a great deal rosier 
than that of the N.E.B.
The Board not only 
examined the ability of 
Canada to increase oil 
production but also at our 
efforts to keep con­
sumption down. In both 
cases there is a growing 
credibility gap between 
what the government says is 
happening and the in 
creasingly bleak facts. 
There is, for example, the 
N.E.B.,’s view that Canada 
will not reach the gover­
nment’s “self-reliance” 
target of supplying by 1985 
two-thirds of our oil from 
Canadian sources.
in addition, the report 
concluded that:
•exports to the U.S. 
would have to be reduced 
even beyond current levels, 
•tar sands development 
has been delayed by five 
years,
•there will be imports of 
1,150,000 barrels a day by 
1985 or 52 percent of 
consumption (compared to 
the target for that year of 33 
percent of consumption), 
•there will be imports of 
tl,30(X),000 barrels a day 
by 1995 or 55 percent of 
consumption.
These high levels of 
importation are more than 
a mere inconvenience. As 
the highly authoritative 
report of Workship on 
Alternative Energy Sources 
(who.se participants in­
cluded Marshall Crowe, 
Chairman of the N.E.B. 
and Maurice Strong, 
Chairman of Petro- 
Canada) demonstrated 
there is a very good chance 
that there will be a world oil 
shortage by 1985. Where 
will we get our oil? The 
government is not saying.
It is, at face value, a 
lunatic situation — famine 
in the midst of a feast. 
Canada has in an untapped 
form, more energy 
resources than any other 
Western industrialized 
nation yet it appears we 
must face the bleak 
prospect of rationing and 
shortages.
It is time to declare war 
on the energy crisis. Only 
positive purposeful action 
can save this country from 
the cold years that lie 
ahead. We can make 
ourselves secure if we:
•initiate a crash 
programme of incentives to 
tar sand and heavy oil 
development. With a real 
effort (which would include 
at least one new tar sand 
operation started every 1.5 
years) we could be self- 
sufficient in oil in 1995,
•increase frontier ex­
ploration and development 
of frontier gas resources 
through incentives in a new 
Oil and Gas Regulations 
package. After seven years 
of delay (during which time 
Britain pushing her reserves 
from nothing to self- 
sufficiency levels), the 
government has yet to even 
bring forward new 
regulations,
•bring forward a national 
insulation program
For brochure ond retervotioni write:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
t4S Hornby SI., Voncouvar, S,C. VAX IV1 
or Phone area U44I7'A7$1
WHA r A WHOPPER Otto Wiggins, 2228 
.lames White Blvd. pulled in late Monday 
evening olT Beachy Head. The 50 pounder 
ran with 500 feet of line before Wiggins could 
turn his boat around and net the giant 
salmon. He used Super Striptease to attract 
the fish.
Sidney angler's fishing derby
I'ifiy-fivc entrants 
weigliing ill 20 salmon 
between five and 20 pounds 
enjoyed Sidney Angler’s 
Association first members 
only fishing derby June 5.
Elwood Thompson took 
top honors with a 20 
pounder caught at Sidney 
Spit on a Hootchie.
Second prize was taken 
by Rick Sansbury who 
landed a 14 pounder.
Hidden weight prizes 
were won by nine year old
Barbara rhompson and 
Terry Phipps. Terry Phipps 
also woti the draw prize.
The association is 
planning another derby 
during .Inly.
Those interested In 
joining Sidficy Angler's 
Association can contact 
Len Bland at Harvey's 
.Sporting Goods or Vern 




In order to create greater public awarene.ss 
of the Federal Government’.s STUDENT 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
PROGRAMMES and lo ensure both 
employers and private hou.scholders in 
Sidney are aware that studenl.s arc available 
for all types of summer jobs:-
Thc week of June 20lh 
proclaimed "HIRE - 
WEEK".



















The .Saturna Island lamb 
bake is again slated for 
Canada Day this year.
ITidny, July 1 is the date 
and the lamb barbecue will 
he held at Saturnn Beach
CHUCK STEAKS
$090to LiLS.
the toeof thino thor CouM happen fo^^planffl... ALASKA
^^iSTLING 
Sanscha Hall 
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Island View Freezer Ltd.





In Your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store. 


















Scotch Treat. Frozen. BagO^






Processed. 8 oz. Package
Peanut Butter





I2V2 fl. oz. tin
California Grown. 
No. 1 Grade. 
Size45'8
B.C. Grown. No. 1 Grade lb
_ mm.
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By ED & JEAN 
MacKENZIE 
Love an Island? British 
Columbians have hundreds 
to explore and Quadra 
Island is one of their 
favourites.
Quadra, halfway up 
V a n c o u V e r Island’s 
sliellered eastern shore, is 
reached by a 12-minule car 
fen y from C’ampbell River.
Ihe island is nearly 15 
miles (24 kilometres) long 
one of the largest along 
(leorgia Strait — and swift 
lichil rtices are its coast’s 
fetituie: Okisollo C'hanncl 
ill the north. Surge Narrows 
to tlie e;ist, and Se\'mour 
Nan OSS s — site of t he once- 
diended Ripple Rock — to 
ll.e west. Rock-stutlded 
inlets and eurvine b;ivs
Quadra is your special island
deeply indent its shores. 
And Quadra’s history is as 
intriguing as its jagged 
coastline.
The Island is named after 
.luan Francisco de las 
Bodega y Quadra, Knight 
of the Order of Santiago 
and governor of the early 
Spanish settlement at 
Nootka in 1792. That year. 
Captain George Van­
couver’s sloop Discovery 
arrived off the steep bluff at 
the island’s southern tip.
Hxploring up from the 
.luan de Fuca Strait, 
Vancouver probed into the 
passage we.st of Quadra 
IsUmd and found the route 
he had sought — through to 
(fhicen C'harlotte Sound and 
the Facific Ocean.
Not far from the Cape
THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTR5CT 
OF CENTRAL SAANICH
MTER RESTRiCIIOiS
Effective immediately and until further notice. 
Central Saanich is imposing water restrictions as 
follows:
Odd numbered houses may water only on 
ODD numbered days.
Even numbered houses may water only on 
EVEN numbered days.
Your cooperation is requested to prevent the 
necessity of more stringent regulations.
Mudge Lighthouse, which 
marks the entrance to 
Discovery Pas.sage, was the 
Fuclataw Indians’ strong 
stockade. Here they had 
battled the Royal Navy’s 
gunboat Forward when she 
steamed north in 1860 to 
arrest members of a hunting 
party who had attacked 
whit migrants.
Today, the Indians 
operate the succe.ssful Wc 
Wai Kai campground on 
beautiful Drew Harbour. 
This campground has over 
100 forest and beachfront 
camping spots with good 
facilities.
The Drew Harbour 
anchorage, where sleek 
white cruisers drop anchor 
for the night, is protected 
b> a mile-long sliver of 
land. This is Rebecca Spit, 
one of the loveliest 
provincial picnic parks.
In pioneer times, the Spit 
was a favourite site for day­
long picnics that brought 
the isolated immigrant 
families together.
Quadra’s rock shore is a 
rich foiaging ground for 
shellfish lovers. Clam and 
o\sier feeds are so popular 
that limits are placed on the 






A notice at the park 
entrance states: “Oysters — 
25 in the shell or one quart 
of shucked oysters per 
person’’, and “Clams — 24 







BEACON PLAZA MALL 
8:00 AM. TO 12:00 Noon 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
Children T Adults P
iiH
SIDNEY 8. N. SAANICH 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
PAHADE
Starts J 1:00 AM. 
Downtown Sidney
AT SANSCHA HALL 
a GROUNDS
Kiwanis Bingo
^ •Outdoor Stageshow 
^ •Kinsmen Bavarian
•Kinsmen Bar-B-Q Salmon
The region’s economy 
leans heavily on the sea’s 
bounty. The huge, hard- 
fighting tyee hooked from 
the tidal waters have record 
weights and sportsmen 
from around the world, 
seeking one of these mighty 
salmon, zero in on Quadra.
The gravel roads at the 
island’s northern end lead 
to freshwater lakes, the old
Finnish settlement site at 
tiranite Bay, and the 
“Lucky .lim’’ mine, a 
deposit of gold and copper 
that was discovered when 
workmen were laying a 
logging raihvay.
Around the Cape Mudge 
Lighthouse are Indian 
petroglyphs to explore and 
more.
A day’s trip to this ex­
plorer’s paradi.se is not 
enough. There is much to 
be found. So, stay awhile. 
Quadra Island may turn out 
to be your special island. 
It's worth a piece of your 
time.
Editor's Note: This Roam 
al Home article is part of a 
series provided by Tourism 
British Columbia.
■ ■ Ijiniiol
.............. • •, .... H
isMwie'ivt* i . M.. ;.. i T>1 jiVt|
GOWLLAND HARBOUR, Quadra Island CAPE MUDGE LIGHT
Byi^miX^EWAN
Like most things in recent 
years, the cost of home 
gardening has gone up. This 
is particularly true for the 
price of vegetable seeds.
Not so many years back, 
seeds sold for 10 or 15 cents 
a package. Then the price 
increased to 20 cents and 
more. Next seeds were in 
the 30 cent bracket and in 
the last two years many had 
reached 49 cents. Along 
with the price increase, it 
also seemed as though the 
quantities decreased, a 
double barreled forih of 
inflation.
What really triggered this 
research project, though, 
w'as a package of Spanish
Cost of home gardening has risen
some government inspired 
roll-back?
One’s suspicions, 
however, are aroused that 
the pricing is deceptive and 
that quantities have been 
adjusted downwards. There 
is no ready way to establish 
this unless some unopened 
packages of seed purchased 
in former years can be 
weighed for comparison to 
today’s weights. Have 
Review readers any such 
exhibits? If so, they would 
be appreciated for further 
such comparisons.
To establish some bench 
marks and to"see what the 
home gardening seed buyer 
is actually getting for his 
money, a number of
packages of seed were 
bought at a local store. 
Their contents were 
counted and weighed 
No general conclusions 
can be drawn from the 
above statistics. Data for 
effectiveness, that is the 
unit value of crops 
produced versus the in­
vestment costs for seeds^^^— 
the coefficient of 
productivity — are not 
available. It would seem, 
though, that “carrots’ ’, 
provided the seed is sown 
sparsely enough, come out 
the winner and that “broad 
beans” belong to the luxury 
class, relatively speaking.
There is no readily ap­
parent explanation as to
VEGETABLE SEED COSTSTA TISTICS
Variety Cost Number Weight Weight Cost Cost
Pkg. Pkg. Pkg. 100 100 Lb.
Beans, Broad 
(Exhibition) 69c 39 992.4 2,544.6 $1.76 $4.86
Be.ans, Wax 
(Pure Gold) 59c 145 839.4 578.9 $.41 $4.92
Peas, Early
(Laxton’s Progress) 59c 183 826.7 451.7 $.32 $5.68
Squash
(Zucchini) 39c 32 54.1 169.1 $1.22 $50.46
Spinach
(King of Denmark) 39c 384 74.5 19.4 $.10 $36.64
Beet
(Detroit Dark Red) 39c 547 109.8 20,1 $.07 $24.86
Chard, Swiss 
(Lucullus) 39c 228 62.1 27.2 $.17 $43.96
Carrol
(Danver’s) 39 c 3.500* 54.6 1.6 $.01 $50.00
I .cltucc, Head 
(Penn Lake) 39c 2.125* 39.1 1.8 $.02 $69.82
Onion, Hybrid 
(Autumn Spice) 39c 293 19.9 6,8 $.13 $137.19
Onion, Spanish 
(Sweei, Large) 39c 547 29.1 5.3 $.07 $93.81
why the unit cost of “broad 
bean” seed should be 176 
times the price of “carrot” 
seed, nor why, inversely, 
the weight cost of “carrot” 
seed should be .10 times the 
cost of “broad bean” seed. 
The cost accounting 
practices and pricing 
policies of seed companies 
indeed seem to belong in a 
strange world.
To provide more insight 
into these conundrums, the 
writer made enquiries by 
telephone at the provincial 
consumer affairs office. 
The enquiry was received 
and after about a half 
hour’s consideration the 
enquirer was phoned back 
to be referred to the local 
office of the federal anti-
inflation board. On con­
tacting that office, the 
enquirer was informed that 
it was really the income tax 
office and that only the 
forms on which to file a 
complaint were available. 
After some discussion as to 
what constituted 
“availability”, theenquirer 
was promised that a set of
the requisite forms would 
be mailed to him. They 
were received the next day. 
To some, the prospect of 
becoming embroiled with 
out highest bureaucracy 
may be discouraging. To a 
writer, however, who is 
paid to do his thing, it 
promises long term secure 
employment:
PRESGRIPTION QPTIGAt CQ.
. t:9779 4T’nbT. SiONKY' :::Z::s--L^;7::
TOPS
Sidney Take Off Pounds 
Sensibly invites new 
members to join them at 
their weekly meetings if not 
satisfied with their figures 
or extra bulges.
The club reports 
members with losses of 35, 
32, 23 and IS pounds.
The group meets 
Wednesdays, 7:30 p.m. at 





School Board Meeting of June
8 p.m. — Open Line Forum with trustees 
and administrators from S.D. #63.
9 p.m. — Parkland Recognition 
Ceremony. Filmed June 19/77.
10 p.m. Gospel Rock Concert, filmed 
June 11/77^




All recreation information — 656-7271
Don’t miss: SUMMER PROGRAMME REGISTRATION
.lune 23 — 10:00 a.m. to4:00p.m. -Deep Cove and North Saanich Schools,
June 24 — 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. - Grccglades and Sidney Elementary
Schools.
June 25— 10:00 a.m. lo 4:00 p.m. - Beacon Plaza. ‘T
Pre-regi.straiion will be taken for all .summer programmes, including 
playgrounds. I'ce.s noted on orange and yellow Summer Programme 
broclnircs will be required to be paid at registration. Class numbers arc 
limited, so don’t be disappointed. Register on days and times noted above. If 
you require more information, call our office at 656-7271.
Weights are in grains at 7,OtX) grains/lb.
* Based on weight of 500 .seeds.
Kvetilniii Tennis lamons: We’ve had enquiries about an addition to bur 
Summer Programme - nuincly evening tennis le.ssons,
S.T.A.G. DANCE
Sanscha Hdll 
8:00 To 12:00 
Single 2“ Couple 3“
j V'V 'f;'' '' V ' '< b!/!’ •'ll;, bl'’''
.■'si''.'.l! J.L'1.'g'i'''u.htGI I' I
Onion seed purchased for 
49 cents in 1975. It 
remained surplu.s to 
requirements; but when it 
was opened this year, the 
hermetically sealed inner 
envelope contaiitcd a 
pitifully small quantity of 
seed that weighed only 11'/» 
grains. An elementary 
calculation on an electronic 
calculator, using 7,000 
grains to the pound, 
showed that the price of 
onion seed was S29R.26 per 
pound!
Tltis year the general 
prifc of vegetable seed, for
one brand at least, .seems to 
have dropped back to 39 
cents per package, but 
wiiliout itcimciic sealing. 
There is also nn innovation: 
net weights arc cited in 
giains to hundicdtiis or ebe 
in inilligtiuns on many 
packages.
But why the decrease or 
price siabiliziition? Have 
the seed companies met 
with massive buyer 
resistance or has there been
'JULY
Mondays and Wcdncsday.s, 6:30-8:.30p.m. July4,6, II, 13, IK, 20,25,27 -8 
sessions-$10.
AUGUST, "■ •■v:-:; ■ ■ ;
Monday.s and Wednesdays, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. August 3, R, 10,15,17,22,24, 29 
• 8 sessions - $10.
Pre-registration to be taken ns noted above.
Wi DNCMMi luMONIMV SAIUKIMV
SlIVSH Hl't'aSON
COQUU.LI ST. JACQUES
ARHrrtmr’i'i wiih Whliii W|n<! frjimcdiftd Oiinut,
SAlADEmTcHEF
Oijf OonUiwtlni
PHEASANT FROM THE SPIT 
FLAMED AT YOUR OWN TAHl i
I mil Vf|[pi«hl» «;iit*ii rinf).i I’rtuiiM*,
Chacolof* Prallfamlbt 
Toppod with Tid Marla
Iiir»rinalion llooih: Drop in to our Information Booth at Sidney Days. We'll 
have lots of things to do for the kids and teens, and we’re Inking requests for 
programmes. We’d love to meet you all, and tell you about the new Panorama 
Centre and our other programmes.
••' ' S.T.A.G. NEWS
Noie New Hours:
June 22, WEDNI'SDAY ~ Sidney School gym open 7:30 • 9.30 p.m. This will 
be the last session until Sept, Clubhouse open 6;3P'9:30^.111. ^
June 23, TIIUILSDAY — Clubltouse open 7 tb 10 p.m, for ages 16 to 18 
ONLY.
\ June 24, FRIDAY’-.Chib!«ou:.c (.ipcu 7 to ILSOp.iu,'
jtme 25, SATURDAY •— Swimming tb Elk Lake, Leave Clubhouse at 12 
noon. Clubhouse open 7 to 11:30 p.m,
,!une 26, SUNDAY Clubhouse orrcit 12-4 p.m, and 7 to 9 p.m, V,i
June 27, MONDAY — North Saanich School gym open 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
Last session until Sept. Clubhouse open 6:30* 9:30 p.m.
June 28, TUESDAY — Clubhouse open 3 to 10 p.m.
June 29, WEDNI'iSDAY — Clubhouse open 3 to 10 p.m. Softball at Sidney 
School-S.T,A.a. vs. PRC at 6:30p.m.
S.T.A.G. summer programmes are avIaliBbk al the CTubhoiise ot P.R.C.
................. RESERVATIOHS - 479-2123
J 1*6 V t M11^ jLvtz, r rr rr KuitvAuuy, June xz, ly//
fesb" 115 i MommBEFORE 5 P.M,







I’M A LITTLE 
OLD FARMHOUSE 
vviihoul a farm; but 1 do 
have a charming Vi acre of 
trees, shrubs and flowers to 




















An exceptional fine home 
just off the main street in 
Sidney. 3 bdrms., w/w, 
fridge, stove and living 




MT. NEWTON X RD. 
Overlooking beauiiful Mt. 
Newton Valley this 3 
bedroom, 2 bathroom 
house with spacious living 
room, quality construction 







NEW 2 Bdrm. House 
SALE by BUILDER 
Large living room and 
dining room with beamed 
ceilings. Quality con­
struction and carpets. One 







i Custom built 4 bdrm. home 
; nestled in the trees with 
I beautiful, level pasture land 
in the back. Ideal for hobby 
I 'farm. A must see at 
1 $125,000.




L . .. BUNGALOW 
f REDUCED to $53,900. 
t interior of this home is 
(attractively different. 
^Convenience of kitchen 
V layout shows good plan- 
s; ning. Secluded patio, fruit 
5 trees and well landscaped.
I TED PHILLIPS
£ 656-5337 656-5584
^ _ WATERFRONT V- 
if ^iSuperb 5 bedroom home in 
|;:|Ardmore; ;'...67 4;:Acre-'lot. 
f Fantastic views: Lots more. 
l^iMES;-$155,(X)o^
MINI-FARM
iCustom built 2 bedroom
> I jfull basement home on 1.5
dnjacres of beautiful rich soil. 
IqiOver 200 fruit trees; MLS
LSI 10,000.
MARYLAND
; Comfortable 3 bedroom 
home with fully developed 
; basement. Large 85 X 125 
; (Av.) lot. Close to beach. 
•MLS $64,900.
COUNTRY COMFORT 
Beautifully kept three 
bedroom home, could be 
four, on tastefully land­
scaped corner half acre lot 
in North Saanich. Floor to 
ceiling slate fireplace 
enhances one end of large 
living room. Country style 
kitchen opens up to ex­
pansive sun deck. A dif­
ferent type home with 
plenty of light and living 
grace. Home is plastered 
throughout and tastefully 
decorated. A pleasure to 
show. Listed at $68,900. 
With excellent financing 
i arrangments. Ask about 
them. -,
/ FAMILY HOME:;;; / ■. 
Great four bedroom family 
home in ' good residential 
area of Sidney. Close to 
schools,y parks, marinas, 
1 hbspial. Large landscaped 
lot, carpot and sundeck. 
Immaculate condition, Rec.
I room finished in basement, 
plus additional bathroom. 






10202 WILDFLOWER PL. 
SIDNFLY 
OPEN HOUSE 
Saliirday & Sunday 
2-4p.m.
278 sq. ft. Iiomc on quiet 
111 de sac in North of 







70 SITE, 10 ACRE MOBILE HOME 
PARK; public water, sewer. 17 sites 
now completed: 100% occupancy, 
exceptional potential. F.R.$89,500 — 
terms. Box 235, Vanderhoof, B.C. 
VOJ3AO. 25-1
OPEN HOUSE
/ SWIMMING POOL 
Ho'v about a 3 bedroom 
home on a large corner lot. 
Swimming pool in rear 
garden. Ml.S $59,500
CURTEIS POINT 
Cozy 3 bedroom home on 1 
acre lot. Large garage 
iiuilable for boat. $85,000.
LANDSENDRD
4 bedroom full basement 
.home on Vi acre lot. 




Two bedroom immaculate 
inside and out. New wiring 
insulation. Electric heat; 
fenced yard. Try your offer 
on this neat and cozy home.
Asking $45,500 









/)plit 3 bedrooms on main 
plus 2 more down. Easy 
pare garden. MI.S $59,900.
I John Brnce 
i Bus. 656-3928 
iRcs. 656-6151 or 656-2023,
H Sidney IleHHyLUl.
Si V’v, . 'ItfS
TO BUY OR SELL 
OR FOR REAL ES I A I E 
■: ASSISI'ANCE 
(All BOB HAGUE 
477-7291 24 Hrs. V 






! THURS. 2-4 P.M.
I 2350 MILLS RD
bvvner is moving so thif 
! j^enr old home musi be sold. 
*t feat ores 2 - .3 bedmoms, 
; pining Room, Large Living 
((loom with n beautiful 
t]Vhi«c Brick, floor to 
iteillng. Iiicplace. I'till 
msemcni with Hce. Room, 
i arg'S'KMftdeck. , 
t ' Asklm»$53,9(V)
Cozy 2 bedroom suite in 
excclleni building across 
from sea, os'criooking park- 
like grounds, walking 
disiance to town. Low- 
maintenance fee includes 
heat. Asking$42,000.






So drop nroimd nnd lets 
rklscuss how you ean move 
' nloThls Immneulate home 









Ueaulilul ' acle park-like 
property with older 2 
In'dw'i'in ftil! !'.-s;wuu.ui 
home. Fireplace, large 
kitchen, sea glinipses. 
Nfiiiby ticu Uee CctJiic.md 
Faiiu, li) 
y ouridffer. $63,9tX),
Drive ihrungh elrde 
driveway ai 8615 East 














In an out of the way corner 
of / Deep Gove, this char­
ming 4 bedropni, 2 
bathroom, basement home 
among tall trees, some 
seaview, walking distance 
to marina, a pleasure to 
show. Asking $75,500.
TOMATOES 
Make a fortune growing 
tomatoes the hydroponic 
way on this 7 acre farm.
8000 sq. ft. green houses, 
going concern, plus partly 
finished house. Only 
$160,000.
DOLL'S HOUSE
Only 1 block from Beacon 
Ave., tliis spic & span, 2 
bedroom home, electric 









ONE BEDROOM SUITE oft Beacon 
Ave, mature couple or single person 
preferred. $130 includes woter. 477- 
H55. 25-1
TWO BASEMENT ROOMS for rent. 
Shore kitchen and both: also three 
box Stolls available. 652-2766. 25-1
GALIANO ISLAND. Two bedroom, 
self-contained log cobin. All utilities 
on 1 y. treed acre, close to beach. 
St 50 per week or $250 for two weeks. 
656-6129. 25-1
DEEP COVE HOME, on the water, 
spacious rooms. $250 per month. 656- 
' 25-14194.
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT,
ovoiloble July 1st., $250 per month. 
Children welcome. 656-5il6 after 5 
p.m. 25-1
AVAILABLE SEPT. 1ST. 1977 to May 1 
1973, furnished two bedroom split 
level home with loft, fenced yard. 
South Sidney area. $360 per month. 
656-6710. 25-3
AVAILABLE JULY 1ST. Spacious three 
bedroom apartment, $300 per month. 
Children welcome. 65&-S1I6 after 5 
p.m. 25-1
HELF WAilTED
TELLER REQUIRED. Experience 
prelerred. Please contoct B. Gillen at 
Bonk of Montreal, Sidney. 656-7221
2 4-2-:. ■




See our display at Elk Lake Garden 





AUCTIONS — PITT MEADOWS. 12617, 
203rd St., June 28th. 11 o.m. for 
Horlond (Hal) Johnston — Form 
machinery, vehicles. mochinery, 
livestock. Ruskin — logging 
equipment. POPhone 530-9081 or 
463-6360. Auctioneers — Stewart 
Bros. 25-1
450 HONDA SCRAMBLER, Springer 
front ond with extra parts. $400 or 
best offer. 656-6391. 25-1
QUALITY HAY for sale. $50 per ton in 
thefield.W. Price. 656-2141. 25-12
FREE HAY — You cut. bole and haul 
away. 6950 Central Soanich Rood. 25-
POOL TABLE — 4 ft. X 8 ft. Good, 
condition. Complete, $350. John a! 
656-2005. 25-1
KENMORE DRYER, Whirlpool washer 
and G.E. Fridge, all in good working 
order. 656-6902. 25-1
KENMORE PORTABLE SEWING
machine, rig zog and decorative 
stitches. As new $150; Fisher Price, 
A.T.V. Explorer, $10; C.C.M. Tricycle, 
$10,656-1482. 25-1
LARGE, BLACK NAUGAHYDE 
chesterfield and choir. Very good 
condition. $100. Phone 656-3235, 25-1
GARAGE SALE — Soturdoy and 
Sunday. 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. — 
Boat, recliner chair, amplifier, baby 
buggy. walker, excellent baby 
clothes and a great many 
miscellaneous items. Watch for the 
sign on Goloron off Airport side of 
Beacon Avenue. 25-1
YOU CUT AND TAKE AWAY — one 
ocre hay and clover. Best offer. 1115 
Stelly's Cross Rood. 652-5817. 25-1




CLEARANCE — TIFFANY KIT lamps, 
half price, regular $30; occent on 
decor. 9807 Fifth Street — Sidney, 
B.C. 656-6511. 22-5
FIREPLACES
TWO GIRLS, 3 and 6. ore looking for 0 
Grandma while rhommy is working, 8 
lo 10 days o month. Our grand­
parents live in Europe. Please coll 
656-2889' : 25-1
CASHIER V/ANTED TO WORK week­
ends. ! p.fTi. to 10 p.m. Coll 656-1912: 
25-1
PART TIME HELP EACH morning for 
cleaning rooms at Motel. Coll 
Cedorwood Motel at 656-2531. 25-1
MATURE GIRL 10 BABYSIT my home 
starting July 4lh, Monday and 
I Tuesday, 9 a.m. lo 1:30 p.m, all day 
Friday, 9 o.m. lo6 p.m. Coll 656-6339.
25-1
COOK — STEWARDESS tor occasional 
trip aboord local modern yacht, 
usually six guests. 656-2864 . 25-1
R.N.’s NEEDED FOR summer rellol. 
Phono Modox at 388-7388. 25-2
POSITION AVAILABLE FOR licensed 
barber in 5 choir style shop, located 
in busy mall In Kamloops. Excop- 
lionol wages. Phono 374-1162, Barber 
Stylo Contro, 450 Lansdowne Street, 
Kamploops, B.C. 25-t
¥ancouver Island ~ 
^VE SHOP UD.
845 Gbidstream Ave, 
478-0322
*CuBfom Built Fireplace Screens
*Fireploce Accessories 
*'Metal Fireplaces and Chimneys 
*Woodburning Stoves and Heaters 
Closed Mondcays  
16 FT. BRAND BANKS sailing dory/ 
Edna F". at Deep Cove Marina, with 
spitir sail, oors. anchor, cushions. 
$350. Phone656-3895 or 656-5551. 25-
New flu vims identified 
in Vancouver
SIDNEY CAR MART
BUY IN SIDNEY 
&SAVE
on
New & Used Cars, 
Trucks, Motorcycles & 
Recreation vehicles.
COME IN AND SEE OUR 
LARGE SELECTION OF 
CLEAN, USED CARS.
SIDNEY CAR MART
9757 - 5th St. 
Phone 656-2432 
Dealer No. DO 1591A
Virologists at the 
provincial government 
laboratory in Vancouver 
have isolated a new strain 
of flu virus, the first known 
appearance in Canada.
The new strain is known 
as A/Texas/77, since it was 
first identified in Texas 
earlier this year. It follows 
the well-known pattern of 
mutation in flu viruses and 
is in fact a variation of the 
A/Victoria virus which has 
caused most flu attacks in 
recent years.
Dr. Don Kettyls, medical 
virologist at the ministry of 
health laboratories in 
Vancouver, says that the 
new strain was identified 
during routine tests which 
his department conducts on
virus specimens sent to the 
laboratory. “This one 
behaved differently from 
any we have ever seen, and 
we immediately sent it to 
the federal laboratories for 
confirmation of our 
suspicion that it was 
A/Texas/77.’’
“The Ottawa lab has 
already received samples of 
the new strain from the 
World Health
Organization, and they 
were able to match our 
sample with these and 
confirm our findings.’’
Dr. Kettyls adds that 
there should be no fear of a 
widespread epidemic at this 
time of year, since the main 
flu season is over. “This
&
SANAM SHARPENING 
Baocon Plaza, Sidnay, 656-1414
Carbide specialists. Precision 
Sharpening of oil carpenter's and 
home handyman's tools, skates, 




SIDNEY NEARLY NEW 
Furniture of all kinds, old and an­
tique. Open 7 doys, 10*5;30 p.m., 
parking. 9781 Second St. 656 3511, tf
WQHK WANTED
WEILERAVE.
1700 Sq. Ft. 4 bedroom 
bungalow (needs painting) 
and 650 sq, ft, 
garagcv'Rccication building 
on '/: Ac parkland. Future 
subdivision potential, 
$95,0(X).
SUMMER DAY CAKE in good home. 
Oullngi. to Park and Beach. $160 a 
monlh, 652-2158. 25-1
PLUMBING REPAIRS, renovatloni, hoi 
water tanks, Immodialo allonlion, 
CollWallBrol552.56B2, 25-4
FOR RENT 
.luly 1 - unfurnished, 3 
hecirooni, basement lioine, 
excellent condition, 
S400/M.
CARPENTRY, tundeck*. nddllloin, 
nllnrallon«, coblnet work. 
Rolerancet. Free ettimalet, Luro- 
trall. 656 51571 656-5143, 25-1
MA1UIIE GARDENER dn«uot work, 
Breniwood and Norih Saanich aroan, 
Rdoconahlii ralek, 656,5995. 24 2
lUIVINfJORSKLIJNG 
CALI K. DUOSr 
6S6-4((0() 6Sr.-2427
TREE SERVICE
trooi, lopped, limbed, felled or 
prunext, Selocllve lot rUwrlng, 
Heokoriablir talon Iron riillinalei, 
liHuiod. lonHounlon. 658,5046, 24,4
OABRIOLA IS) AND 
' Wolorfronl ' . I'lrreonly $21 5fl0
• 2 t>*d, Romlter, I Wk, m booth, Uh.tXM
• 2 bed, Coiina*, only $15,500
• Buy $23,000 •Termi
• Treed Inf« On (vower $5 lYO
'• Po*1«fleonp Home, Only $46,000, 
••NetlWer*. J47.i»l2 
“Gelxtolci Benlty ltd. ur Hit
WATtRVlIW. Cve
$38 000 9625 Thud Slteel, Sidney,
B C, 656,1513 r) 0
HORNBY PIACE, ruLLY ItRVICtO 
Ion, tntlu,',tma woter (.onnetiiotv, 
$2,’),000. tony teitni, a6242SI 
eveningn ' ' 2t'4
GENERAL CARPENTRY. Sundetkn, 
addtitonn, altnralloin, cabin#! work, 
lleleinntBn, true oHImaten, turo.
ROTOVATINO - (Howoid 350 
Rolovalor) Onto model, 656-31.59,
21 4.... ...... ^
Sidney UtenUvood aieo, Good work, 
mnnnhip at inanonoble priten. All 
pbntiH ol goidenltra. GoodtiewaUo 
for larger jobn. Coll Loo loddrirn, 656- 
,1297^ ^ If
5™SIDNEY ROTOVAIINO. SO Inch 
llolovnior, I’tornpt ttsurloou* koiYlte, 
656T74H. , ' 'll
GAMDENINO, in door ,<iu1,doti( 
I'xrinimg, moving and ( lean up, eit.
Cbmio Mil, n 65 6 2 7 67, '383 241)0. 22-11
RIDING imONS ~ quolilled In- 
nlturilon. Rid# your own hone ond 
Improve togelhor. 652-2768, 25-11
HAvi ThOVir’wir bib l Int w 
prltlng pnili will under lake moi,l 
job*. Free etllmiitek given, Pbone 
t.56-l4l8, 24-2
MIBC. FOH BALE
MAMMOTH OARAOl $All - WHATI
Furnitiite, klithenwore, ttnnli, brlc, 
o-broc, Iwwki, record*, loud* ot
rh,!d(ftr,'r •;■,(■,-J I'v.tnlu stoihiirg t.m'
good junque, Wften: Sniurdoy, June 
Kth, 1977, 10 00 Q,m. w 4 00 p m 
WMtRE: 34H0 Beoulort Roiirf ond 9887 
kerond Streel, Sidney, B.C. How to 
U'vl thv-v. tvw:,.,, -S,, )v, Old t 
turn left oi Royol Bonk ttrctlght noith 
Oft 3rtl St. to fieoufott Road, turn 
right, let ond howl* on left; lei'ond 
Intnttnnl; lidt rdf Rrnirnn on Siscnnil 
St . Iwn tkior* pnit Driftwood Apt* 
on right, WHY: Reloied iprlng- 
(leoning; moving lOle ond lull lor 
fun, 23-1










Owner Will’ Dorman gives 






" Va ncouvei I slancl’s most 




G459 Patricia Bay 
Hwy. 652-3941
MIOC; WASTED
WANTIO. rURMlTURE ol all klmli 
itovet. Iildgwi, etr., buy or con- 
tignriKmt Open 7 royt, 10 5 30. 
f'oiking, Sidnev NeoilyNew, Old ond 
Antigun, 656 251 ), 978) 56i.i.,nd St,, 
Sidney, ti
$A«Y CARRIAGE INOOODcondltlori. 
Will poy ur* in $40. 656-455.1 between 





1973 Ford Pinto 2 dr
1975 Boler Trailer
1976 Hornet St. Wagon 
1971 Chevelle Malibu 4 dr
1974 Mercury Comet 4 dr 
1945 Mercury Comet 4 dr 
1974 Ford % Ton 
Camper
1974 Buick Century 2 dr
1975 Pacer Automatic
1973 Ford Vi Ton Pickup
1976 Dodge Van Con 
version
1974 Ford FIDO 4X 4 
Pickup 
1%9 Pontiac Parisienne 4 
dr
ALL VEHICLES PRICE 
TAGGED
1973 Pinto Squire St. 
Wagon
1976 Chrysler 4 dr Sedan 
1971 Mustang 2 dr H.T.
1970 Montego 2 dr H.T.
1974 Ford Gran Torino 2 dr
1976 BendiXi 19’ Motor 
Home
1977 Ford 1 Ton Stake 
Truck
1%9 Ford 1 Ton Furn. 
Van.
1977 Dodge y# Ton Van 
1977 Chrysler Cordoba 
1977 Aspen S.E. St. Wagon 
1977 Aspen Custom 4 dr 
1977 Gremlin 2 dr Sedan 
1974 Terry 23’Trailer







DEALER NO. DO I759A
Seniors outdoor 
•recreation club
The fifth Golden Rods 
and Reels Club, a fishing 
and conservation club for 
senior citizens, will have its 
organizational meeting on 
June 28th, at 9 a.m., at the 
Silver Threads, number 4 
Centennial Square, Cen­
tennial Square, Victoria.
The program includes 
two fishing trips a month, 
weekly fishing instructions 
showing a variety of fishing 
techniques, classes on safe 
boat handling, conservation 
films, and instruction on fly 
tying and casting.
Membership fee is $5 
dollars a year, which in­
cludes membership into the 
sponsoring group, the B.C.
Wildlife Federation, and all 
seniors of 60 years and over 
are invited to attend.
The Victoria Golden 
Rods and Reels, funded by 
a Canada Works Project, 
will be the first senior 
citizens club on Vancouver 
Island. The other clubs 
being situated on the Lower 
Mainland.
The Golden Rods and 
Reels started 5 years ago. 
To date, it has an active 
membership of 6(X) men 
and wlman, including 20 
blind members.
More information can be 
obtained by phoning, 383- 
1821.





youngsters are reminded 
that registration is required 
for the 1977 summer 
playground program.
Registration is scheduled 
for Saanichton school 
Wednesday June 29 from 
9:30 a.m. until 3:30 p.m, 
and the program is open to 
six to 12year olds.
The program will be held 
at Centennial Park, 
Monday through Friday 
from 10 a.m. until 3:30 
p.m.
The playground program 
is free of charge and 
features arts and crafts, 
hikes, games, picnics,
BUZZ-A-DOTTLS BEVERAGE delivery 
lervlce. Well etiabllihed Interior. 
B.C. Four can all rodio controlled. 
For rnore Inlormollon write lo KN420, 
JOY tronqullle Rood, Komloopi, B.C, 
V2B.1G5. 25.1
ESTABLISHED BUSINESS, minimum 
groii $400,000 plui growth 
potential, oiierallng profit muit pay 
principal. Inlareit and off-pr*mii«i 
mnnagemenl. Send detail* lo Box 
740, Vanderhoof, B.C. VOJ 3AO, 25.1
COMISO ETEETS
CAR RALLY AND PICNIC are balng 
held by Big Srolben and Big Sliler 
Orgonbaiioni, Soturdoy, June 25, 
The roily itarti at 10 00 o.m from 
Juan de fuca Aieno. Picnic from 1 
p m. lo 5 p.m. B»echer Boy 25-1
ENJOY LIFE MORI, hear Mr. Ralph 
Kirk, ollilioted with lit* original 
louiideri church of Rellgloui Science 
rJ lot Angel**, Mil topic "Whol It 
r< 'Igloui iclence ond what can It do 
lar you", ot the Imperial Inn, Thur- 
idoy, June 23,7,-45 p.m, to 10.00 p.m, 
Fie# will donation, 25.1
WOMEN'S GOSPEL MEETING, Sidney 
Bible Chnpel, Mondoy, June 27, 2;.10 
p.m. Mr*. Jobn Stewart, ipeoker. All 
lodloi welcome. 2S-1
BINGO, K OF P HALE, 8 p m., every 
llt.'.t.'.lfl'lT.iJLia.tTl’iHZ''•home, 1l 
vTcfoRiA'HORTTcuiruiAl tOCIETV 
Summer Show, Ftidoy, June 25, 10 
o,rn, • Yp m. Tint United Church Holl, 




AFRICAN VIOITTI IH ruil blonm, }l 
each: tmell boute plenli,
t*3U»(iohl», 2JI2 Metwy Ave, 656- 
1564, ' 1»,H
1»78 TORO 110Pick up, IWCiOOmllei, 
vary gurxl ihope, oiklng $4,800
*''*'■*
im {WYTopmifTT^krt! fj-T c.
$IOOoroH#r*,6S6-1Yl«, 25-1
"IM-ARP" Kemiei'ie He-oter lor boot. 
135_ Ai_new._A56 4767, ^ . ..
l»«'”'Mjlic:uiY..ITATiON”'’Wngon.
good running ardet. $47S. Call niter 5 
p.m, BSA-SI16. 2$.1
ARE YOUR KIDS DRIVING you up the 
wall, and out the window? W* con 
bidp pnienU In Ctlili, Cull Muiy ol
656,4(t06 Jp.H
MR. AND MRS. ItlAC HARMS with to
onnounc* tb* moiilage td their 
•Ideil daugiderCorolSue, toThomai 
Vittor Curd, on Soiurday, June 25. 
mvi ri-,* ling Svku b. 
f mmonuel Bapilil Church ot 3 n.m. 
254- 1 -.'i-
All YOUR KlOf driving you up the
wall and <»#) the window? We ton 




YOUR FUlllt IRUIH repreiefilatlve 
H NnrmanWult 656-441H B n m to 10
u.m. ^ li
«AR$ PHRCID, Me,4i5y»|»„L Nun 





Central Saanich police 
received n complaint from a 
resident just across the 
border in North Saanich 
concerning radio controlled 
powered model airplanes 
being flown from the 
adjacent Vanirciglu daf­
fodil farm property.
The complaint poses a 
problem in jurisdiction. 
The Central Saanich 
nuisance by-law applies 
only to Central Saanich, 
and likewise, North Saanich 
by-law.s only apply to that 
municipality. This leaves 
both police a departments 
somewhat in a quandary, 
and perhaps it may take a 
joint meeting of Central 
and North Saanich conncils 
to resolve the matter should 
it come to a head.
ACTION 
ENDORSED 
The action of the Central 
Saanich Advisory Planning 
Commission to have a 
university geography 
student complete an in 
vciiioiy of icsidciuiu) 
building lots within the 
sewer enterprise area nnd 
thus available for phased 
development was endoi scd.
Mr. J.K. Halley, 
chairman of the com- 
niinion, advised > conlicil 
that preliminary results 
Indicated there were bet­
ween l.*100 and 1,.S(X1 lots 
available, sufficient for 
about 10 yean at current 
rates of construction.
special events, sports of al 
cinds, indoor and outdoor 
activities plus lots of fun.
For further inforamtion 






The Saanich Peninsula 4 
H Beef Club has been kept 
busy during the last couple 
of months.
We recently had a Day 
Trip to Seattle which was 
enjoyed by everyone.
Our nc.\t trip was a return 
exchange to Maple Ridge 
4-H Club. We spent a very 
busy and fun weekend as we 
visited Fort Langly ant 
enjoyed a dinner and dance
Sidney Kinsmen 
Twirlers
Awards won at the 
Biiccancei Day Parade 
competition at Esquimau 
on lilth June 77 were: Dril 
Corps .lunior - 1st. Dril 
Corps Juvenile - 1st. Drum 
Corps - 2nd. Parade Corps 
luvenile - 2nd. Dance 
Twirl Team Juvenile - 2nd. 
Dance and Twirl Team 
Senior-3rd.
At the Gllancolmc Day
Parndcat l-angfordon 11th
June 77. The Majorette 
Corps won the Ist 
trophy.
&
isn’t an earth-shattering, 
thing,’’ he savs, 
reassuringly. “There’s no 
connection with swine flu, 
and we expect things to 
remain quiet until about 
November or December..
But we can predict that the 
Texas strain will be in-, 
volved in the cause of flu 
outbreaks during the next 
couple of years.’’’ 
Generally, people who had'" 
A/Victoria flu in 1975/76 ■•
will have less resistance to 
the new strain than those 
who had flu this year.
Dr. Kettyls explains that 








serve as one of the World,-!
Health Organization’s 
“influenza outposts’’.,. 
Whether the Texas strain is. . 
sufficiently different from . 
the A/Victoria to justify a 




















The auxiliary to Rest 
Haven General
Hospital held its monthly 
meeting June 8th with 
twenty one members 
present.
The president, Mrs. L. 
Gray welcomed two 
visitors, Mrs. Rosalind 
Warren and Mrs. Betty ^ 
Potter. "
Happy remarks were 
made about the enjoyable, 
informal tea which was held, 
for the staff of the hospital. 
The easy reclining chairs, 
bought by the auxiliary are, 
very much appreciated by.' / 
the hospital patients. j
. A generatation donation , t 
in memory of Kathleen-, 
Jacques was gratefully /: 
received. / '//w;.
The date was set for the 
Annual Tea & Bazaar, 
Wednesday Oct. 5th 2 - 4.. 
p.m. . in the Hospital',. 
Lounge.












The Salvation Army' 
announced recently, that 
because there was con-.- 
siderable damage to goods, 
left at tHeir donation boxes, 
they request that as many 
items as possible be taken / 
directly lo their store.
Vandalism is the main ' 
problem. Items left both, 
beside the box and in it arc 
frequently wilfully 
damaged.
The Salvation Army 
Thrift Store is located at 
9772 2nd Street. Tlie 
spokesman said tlie boxes 





Sidney Guide Mothers 
Group and the .Scout Group 
Committee combined to 
arrange nn evening at the 
Guide and Scout Hall to 
end uiioihcr yewr of ac­
tivities by enjoying supper 
with leaders of all groups 
nnd commitfpi* rnemhen
An excellent meal was 
followed by presentation of 
many slidfr. of the recent 
Ciih enmp on Sidney 
Island, wlch was enjoyed by 
all.
Both Group Commiiiec?. 
wish TO thank all kadcns 
and committee members for 
an excellent venrx \*nrk
LITTLE 
LEAGUE
The final league 
dings for the Sidney 
League are: A.N.A.F,' 
“Braves”, league chain-’ 
pions will! .30 points, Sidney-' 
Lions Club “Lions” 2nd 
with 23 points, llint 
Motors' “Eagles” witli 20 
points, Roy's All Hay 
Marine Service, “Cubs”: 
■^ih with 14 points, Mttyer 
Steel Boat Ltd.’s “Sieclerr.” 
v/itli 10 points and the 
Royal Canadian I.egion’S' 
“Ace.s" with five points.
In the Minor League:- 
S i lI n c y T r a v c I o il g e - 
“Totems” led with 22 
poinl.s, Northwestern 
Propane “Mets” came 2tKl 
with 18 points, Knights of 
l*.Vlliiti's Royals” with 16 
points, Sidney Hoter.s 
’‘Expos” with 8 points, 
Sidney Kinsmen “.Spit­
fires” with 6 points lied al' 
the boiiom with Satellite ' 
Fish Co.'s “.Shrimps" also 
with six poinl.s.
The playoffs will be* 
concluded thi:, v.ctk and the 
closing ceremonies Iteld 
Sunday, June 26, Ihe 
managers anil cottches h.oc 
cludlcngcd tads othet to 
four innings of baseball 
siartingat 1 p.m,, followed 
by presentations of ttopliies 
and crests, Finally supP'-'r 
for tbe boy.s and girls of the 
I f r*f''1 »•$^xtft
'I
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Silver Threads Neivs In Review
jic 27, MONDAY — 9 
centre open, cards, 
leboard, library, 
r games-, arjs & 
ifTiS room open for 
members wishing to pursue 
their crafts, noon, lunch; 
■7:30 p.m., bingo.
’ June 28, TUESDAY — 9 
, a.m. centre open, cards,
. shuffleboard, library, 
.{outdoor games, arts & 
crafts room open for 
• 'members wishing to pursue 
their craft; noon, luch; 1 
- p.m., whist; 7 p.m.,
•shuffleboard & games.
June 29, WEDNESDAY
---- 9 a.m. centre open,
cards, shuffleboard,
. library, outdoor games, arts 
-!& craft room open for 
, members wishing to pursue 
; their craft; noon, hot 
1 dinner; 1 p.m., disucssion 
.'group.
June 30, THURSDAY—
1 9 a.m. centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library,
. j outdoor games, arts & craft 
. i room open for members 
wishing to pursue their
■ I craft; noon, lunch; 1 p.m. 
^! bridge, 7 p.m., crib.
July 1, FRIDAY —
■ Centre closed for Dominion^
■ Day. Open from 1 p.m. to 4 
' p.m. for drop-ins.
I July 2, SATURDAY —
I open 1 to 4 p.m. for drop- 
'lins.
i July 3, SUNDAY —
' .'open 1 to 4 p.m. for drop- 
•*lins.
Balance of Barkerville 
trip now due.
Deposits for Reno-Las 




Sept. 19-22 now due.
Deposits for Disneyland 
- Oct 3-13 due now.
Deposits for Hawaii trip 
Nov. 9-23 payable at 




Building Maintenance Plumbing Bt Heating
AJAX








Windows, Home & 
Office Cleaning 
388-6275 Pager 2921
BILL'S WINDOW CLEANING & 
JA NI TORI A L SER VICE
Residential, C'oinmercitil, Industrial
FREE ESTIMATES
"A Business is built on a good reputation"


























Kitchen cobinets. atterotions. 
renovations, furniture.







The following are the 
results from the Inter- 
Island Sheep Breeders 
Association, Fifth Annual 
Sheep Field Day.
Market Lamb; 1) Nancy 
Thomson; 2) Pat Hoole; 3) 
John Mayer.
Fleece Competition; Best 
White Fleece: W. Soulch. 
-1 Best Black Fleece: Pete 
'jCroflon.
I Dog Trials; 1) John 
'jWickson - Jack. 2) John 
McMoughan - Dot. 3) 
Shirley Wright - Jock.
SWAP AND 
SHOP MEET
j Every Saturday & Sunday
10:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 















Hawkings - Green 
On May 28, 1977, Judith 
Anne, youngest daughter of 
Mr, Ray Green, and Bryce 
Eric Charles, eldest son of 
Mr, & Mrs. Eric Hawkings, 
Sidney B.C., were united in 
a double ringed ceremony 
at the Holy Trinity 
Cathedral, New West­
minister, B.C.
Following the ceremony a 
reception was held at Rich­
mond Airport Inn.
The Newlyweds left the 
following day for Toronto 
where the groom is 
presently employed.
Barry Russell a 28-year-old mechanical foreman 
from the Saanich Parks and Recreation Department 
is the new maintenance supervisor for the Panorama 
Leisure Centre.
He will be responsible for all building up-keep 
including ice making and keeping the pool 
chemically balanced.
Ice making is relatively uncomplicated, one layer 
goes in and then it is up to the samboni machine to 
scrape it and apply a very thin layer of new ice.
Balancing the pool chemistry is another matter, 
according to Barry. Immediately after the pool is 
filled from the municipal lines the water is brown, 
chemicals are added to clear the water and keep it 
pure. People’s body oils are the biggerst source of 
impurities and that is the reason showers are en­
couraged.
Thb 140,000 gallon pool will be kept at about 84 
degrees, said Barry. It is expected to open August 1.
The orchard on the front of the recreation centre 
properly will be kept as close to a natural slate as 
possible, said Barry who is also responsible for 
grounds maintenance. A picnic area is planned for 
the site.
A parking lot for about 250 cars will go in soon.
Barry likes the building itself, “It’s practical and 
versatile but light and pleasant too." He docs not 
expect many vandal problems, particularly with the 
outside, although there will be someone in the 
building on a 24 hour basis he said.









Residentiol - Commerciol 
& Golf Course Construction 










For all your refrigerator, 




Framing, ' additions, 
finishing, new- homes 
construction.
Free estimate phone 656- 
4066 anytime. : 
Reasonable rates




Interior - Exterior 
Paper Hanging
856-4487 479-3409
Renovations & Addit ions 
Carpentry ■ Cobinet Moking




Now Homes A Cciblnets, Custom 
build Remodeliino, Additions and 




Nursery Stock Bedding 
Plonts, House Plonts,
JOHN fi HELGA 
DECKER

















On June 19, 1977 at Ihe 
Royal Jubilee Hospital in 
Victoria, B.C., Dr. Joltn 
I’arkes Ellis of 4.30 Gorge 
I Road West, formerly of 
I Ilrentwood, Vancouver, 
jaiul l.yiion. I’redcccased by 
ihiswiroMary, July 15, 1976 
jam! eldest son Fred, in 
; 1970, he is survived by one 
I sou, Robert Purkes of 
I Medicine Mai, Alberta; 
j sfepdaughter, Mrs, Narilee 
j Sidling of Seattle,
: Washington; .seven 
griindchildren; one brother, 
M^oberi P. Ellis of White 
i" ' Rock, H.C.; a niece, Mrs. 
er ' I Margaret R, Wilson of 
[Vancouver; n nephew, 
te . iMouglas J, Ellis of 
'S'■ Tsawwassen and dear 
' ilrlends Margaret and Mary 
e:. 'Mariinorvictoria, B.C, He 
to- a liR; ntemher of the 
22 jCunadian Medical 
n ' A'.sociation, a life member 
id 't'lf i!k‘ Royal Jubilee 
jllnspital and the University 
I'f .Maniioba Alumni.
ITineral service in St, 
Matiin-in-the-Ficlds 
jVliurch, 552 Obed Ave, on 
W'ed,. June 22 m 1:00 p.m.







husband, Percy, one 
daughter, Brenda, 6 
grandchildren and 1 
great -graiulda ugluer, 
also one sister in 
England
Services will be held 
Wed., June 22 al 2:00 in 
St. Andrew Anglican 
Church Sidney, B.C. 




i'Jonafions may be made 
to the Canadian Cancer 
Society. Arrangements 
through the Memorial 
Society of B.C. and First 
Memorial Services I,id.
GODWIN
In Sidney, B.C. on June 
7, 1977, Mr, Douglas Scion 
Godwin, horn in Natal, 
Somh Africa, and a long 
time resident of Sidney, 
B.C. late residence, 25,35 
Bcaufori Hoad. He leaves 
his loving wife Iris, at 
home; sons, Hugh, 
Hostlietn, Saskatchewan 
and Derek, Vancouver, 
B C ; five grandchildren 
brother, Dun Godwin, Hay 
Hiver, N.W.T., sister Belly 
C"t*lkil, KtU'Vviia, B.C.
sescral nieces and nephews.
Service was lield in Sttnds 
Funeral Chapel of Hoses 
Sidney, B.C. on ITiday, 
lune lO, I977 at l:00 p.m. 
Hcv. Robert Sansom of­
ficiated. Cremalion,
McLELLAN
At the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital on June 6, 1977, 
Mrs. Rebecca Georgina 
McLellan aged 84 years, 
born in Belfast. Ireland. 
Widow of Robert Grant 
Mel ellan, slie leaves two 
sons, Robert John (Jack) of 
Skiney anti George Biuce of 
Madrid, Spain; one
daughter, Mrs, George
(Helen) Bishop of Victoria; 
14 grandchildren, 
grcalgrandchildrcn; one 
brother, Charles McMasier 
of Manoln, Albert a, and 
two sisters, Mrs, R. N. 
(Agnes) Hibbcri and Mrs, 
Willifim McAfee of
F.dmonton.
Funeral service was held 
in McCall Bros. FLORAl. 
CHAPEIm Johnson nnd 
Vancouver Sts. on Friday, 
June 10 at 11:00 a.m, with 
the Hcv, J.M. Wood of­
ficiating. Iiitermcnt at
Uoy.d0.rl. Buri.d Patk .
A.S.A. Builders Ltd.
CJeneral ConiraclinK
ror thn Piininiula, phon*
K. Sirickcr 
A. l.owfii 
Ftir Free Estimates 
656-4836 656-4462
Steve's Landscaping 
Free estimates for 
landscaping, rotovating 
and plowing, etc., with 
small tractor. / 






















l. Cl lid vt oping ■ CoiUtQCiing 
rot Uwil »inoll job 
ibtil n#«di ton ol jiowor
656-1716





>*9rk, (I„ lieu of
't duiiuiiiuij, may oe
to the B.C. Heart 





Edna of Sidney, B C 












SIDNEY'S OWN NATURAL FOOD STORE 
•VdimlRt •VitfilaHan FoimI ^Nituril i 0r|>nic froducts 
Hnltlngworfh Bulfding 
24SV-A B«ficon Avtt.
Its the best wsf 
t& tind qmiit^ semis^
prii
bi)b-4iiU» J V




•BACK HOE WORK 
•CAT WORK 
•TRUCKING











Backhoe Work Trucking 















plspGSoi Field Designs 









RJ. Grundison O.D. 
R.F. Jeune O.D. 





















I IDIHtlOWNt. RICOVIRID H cusiraz MAOt 
DRY GOOD'.
BMimOUGlirON u.. 













Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and I ine Work
Quality 
Workmanship 
For people H ho care









Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in 










9812 . .llh STHtET
clEX0£^
V STEP TO ^ 
% BETTER HEALTH > 
Mrs. Dorothy Brooks 







R««wirfng. electric heating 
Repoirs, Appiionce connections
SIDNEY GLASS
Morine Auto A Safety Gloss 




9786 Second St. 
656-1313
‘No job too small” 
656-5604
CHIROPRACTOR




Small Jobs Only 
Fast and courteous 
service with reasonable 
prices. All work cash 
. only. Phone 656-4247
For Specialist in V 













Quality painting » 
Interior Exterior houses 






Automollc oil D*llv*rl0> 
Emergency Scrvlco 
Coniprahtnilv^ Farti Prot«cllon 
Equal Monthly Bllllngi 
From VIclorla
Poymenti at any local Bonk 

















ROY’S AI I BAY MARINESEIIVICES LTD. 
223Hllarlmur ltd.. Sidney
■ _ ■,'.;//-656-7(l23\,
O M C f oMiJi v Aull.oii/od Rn|-»lt Miop, John.ofi • CvkuMtlo Owlboard! 
O M C Sii-iii Diiv.H, nlLr,i VOLVO qnil WfiukctUtow tluni dilvot HuuJo 
(»M() lino(jull (,ti.ilbrKitdt.,
rurSOAV TOSAYUBOAVt B e,)«l,. *p,m,
CARPET SHAMPOOING
"(Jive yttur carpels u new loitk for Spring"








COA T INCH LlIlL 




4*whcel drive macliinc, 
loadet, rotovator, 
mowers and gencrnl 
httulitig, We have ck* 
cellcnt manouverftWitty 
for your smaller jobs.
.Call Kelly Ffwlori'. ,-
6S6-7I19
Custom Made Furniture Re-Uphoistery
Drapery Carpels

















Shopsa's Drug Marl Annaunces
Spe*efeieylar Sawitigs Tliis Week.























INT, CARE LOTION 200 ML
as
TROPIC TAN













BOUTIQUE TOWELS 2 ROLL
e
FOIL WRAP




ESSO SOLID FIRE STARTER
(t
r%[@l 1#^ iUfi jayir
(li)
Prices In effect until Saturday, June 25th. 1977. We reserve the rlaht lo limit quantities.
. i'F ' ■ ' f ■
^ I
.1 ifi'''' s D'litjM.iil f'<> i( h ,'ti )riii,ii l< n't Knilli'r SluM*'. LifllittH),
SUPPI.KMEN r 'J‘0 ’niK SIDNEY Ill-:VJ1-:VV — WiHlnewlay, .luiu? 22. 19T7.
/m
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Special Purchase! 
Beach Towels
A groat assortment of thirsty, heavy­
weight jacquard beach towels at Sum­
mer savings, 100% cotton heavy looped 
for high absorbency. Hemmed ends. 






Little Girls’ & Toddlers’ 
2-Pce. Short Sets
100% polyester short sets with colorful 
prints and embroidery trim. Tie style tops. 
Matching plain and check pull-on style 






3 styles to choose from in 65% cotton and 
35% polyester. Short sleeves. Lace trim. 
Your choice of Mint, Natural, Powder or 
Coral. Sizes: S, M, L.

















Rflen’s or Ladies' 
Sport ¥is©r Cap
Cool and comfortable sport visor cap 
with adjustable headband. Perfect for 
golf, tennis or your favorite sporting 








First quality 100% nylon, full t^panty 
hose. Knit in waistband. Beige oie size , 
fits 95-160 lbs.
Robinson’s Regularly Listed iss
:Save '^27%. ; ■ ■
HoKzema Skin Cream;
4-oz. Noxzema skin cream. Medicand 
greaseless, soothes and cools b or 
irritated skin.
Robinson’s Regularly Listed Prio^
Summer Special 
Junior Pant
Polyester Chino pant with zip fly and 






Popular mule style with adjustable strap 
and buckle vamp, Genuine wood unit with 
foam outsole. Bone only. Sizes; 5 to 9. 





65% polyester, 35% cotton 
gauze big tops. Printed pat­
tern, short sleeves and elasti- 
cized bodice. Square neck­
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AC or DC opJ»d. 
Complete wltiir- 
phone. Hi/Lc^e 
switch to suit ydre- 
ference. Perfect the 








D suit ydre- 
Perfect the 
season jon
Sun Fun Set 8” Play Balls
Set Includes a sand pall, shovel, 
3 boats, sand mould, sifter and a 
watering can. All in bright colorful 
Poly.
Infants’ Short Sets
100% polyester, 2-plooo short 
set. Novelty printed, button 
shoulder tops. Matching shorts. 
Assorted colors and prints. 
Sizes: 12-18*24.
New Ironstone Style 
Plastic Assortment
Your choice of Dish Pan, Spout Pail, 
Waste Basket, Decanter, 6 cup or 12 
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Sleeveless tank tops of 65%/35% 
polyester/cotlon. Your choice of as­





50%/50% polyester and cotton blend. U- 
neck style tank top. Bold two-tone stripe 
combinations. Sizes: 4-6-6X.
Tank tops with two-tone stripe combina­
tions. 50%/50% polyester and cotton for 
eosy-caro. Sizes: 8 to 16.
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